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Film synopsis

The Kite Runner chronicles the lives of specifically two boys, amir and hassan 
within the politically, socially and culturally charged landscape that is afghanistan. 
hassan, a hazara, is amir’s servant, best friend, half-brother and a survivor of an 
unconscionable discrimination and betrayal. amir, a Pashtun, is a confused youth 
who allows emotions, society and privilege to overshadow what he knows is right 
and wrong. the story is a riveting tale that clearly documents the trials and tribula-
tions of adolescents and their friendships, as well as their ever-changing values 
and moral systems especially in the face of ethnic conflict, war and social stigmas. 

 The Kite Runner is one of few films that truly demonstrate both internal con-
flicts within individuals and countries as well as the external conflicts that affect 
them. afghanistan’s multi-ethnic mosaic of citizens allows for a truly memorable 
tapestry of storylines about fathers and sons, servants, best friends, love, family, 
loyalty, betrayal, reconciliation, redemption, war, fundamentalism and discrimina-
tion. the film acts as a powerful platform that creates a space to discuss a vast 
variety of human rights issues. it creates an opening for awareness, dialogue 
and social action which are three of the most important goals of amnesty 
international’s human rights education Program. this surprising story of a young 
man’s struggle with his family, country and with his own self is so profound and 
everlasting that its effects and lessons will forever remain with the viewer.

introdUction

film synopsis
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“Hope is knowing that people, like kites, are made to be lifted up.”
 - Afghanistan Relief Organization

 Kite-running (Gudiparan Bazi) has been a favorite pastime in Afghanistan for 
 the last 100 years, but there are few on the streets of Kabul that can forget the 
 terror of living under the Taliban regime for so many years. Under Taliban rule, if 
 you were caught with a kite, many times you would be beaten and the spool 
 would be destroyed. However, since the fall of the Taliban regime, kite-running 
 has again resurfaced tenfold. 

 Kite-running is a two-person affair, with one person called the “charka gir” and 
 the other called the “gudiparan baz.” The charka gir is in charge of the holding 
 the wooden kite spool, around which the wire, or “tar” is wound. The second 
 person, called the “gudiparan baz” actually is in control of the movement of the 
 kite in the air. Kite flyers stand on tops of buildings, fighting with kites from all 
 over the city. The object is to strike down the kite of your opponent with the 
 string of your kite, after which you will be called the winner. The strings are often 
 made with razor wire which gives the sharpness to cut down other kites. After an 
 opponent’s kite is set free, it flutters away into the wind where it is usually picked 
 up by the local children, who fly it the next day as their own.

 Kites are made of either extremely fragile tissue paper, or heavier more durable 
 mylar fabric. They come in many colors, shapes, and sizes. Kites range in price 
 depending on the size and materials used to make the kite. For a small, simple, 
 child sized kite, the price starts at just a few cents. For large, elaborate, colorful 
 kites, many with dangling adornments, the price can cost as much as [2 to 100] 
 Afghanis, or $2 US. 

(Quoted from “kites for kabul: flying for freedom”. available online at 
http://www.kitelife.com/archives/issue45/kabul45/index.htm) 

What is
kite running?

Film synopsis

introdUction
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i want to thank the human rights education Program at amnesty international Usa 
for this comprehensive guide to The Kite Runner film.  i think they have done a terrific 
service to the students, and i am grateful to them for bringing to light the nuances and 
many complexities of afghan society and afghan life via this guide.

even though afghanistan plays a pivotal role in U.s. foreign policy and so much time, 
manpower, and money has been invested into making it a functional state, afghani-
stan remains largely an enigmatic and misunderstood society to many people in the 
west.  i still frequently encounter people who believe that afghans are ethnic arabs, 
or that afghans as a people are anti-west, or that the taliban accurately represent a 
majority of the afghan people.  one of the most rewarding aspects of the success of 
The Kite Runner to me has been in dispelling some of these pre-conceived notions, 
and in seeing that the book has helped spark interest in afghanistan among readers.
 
one of the most vocal groups of readers has been high school and college students.  
i have visited many college and high school campuses to discuss the novel and still 
regularly receive letters in batches of thirty or more from students who read The Kite 
Runner in class.  i am always impressed by how sophisticated students at that age 
are, and by their ability to grasp subtext and context.  many of them write to tell me 
that The Kite Runner is their favorite book and that they eagerly look forward to seeing 
the film.  i think this guide is a wonderful way of turning the experience of merely 
watching a film into an opportunity to learn about a vastly different culture.  as both an 
author and an afghan, i appreciate the care that the human rights education Program 
at amnesty international Usa has taken in devising this guide to the film.  i am thrilled 
that this film will help students understand better issues such as ethnic relations, re-
gionalism, and fundamentalism.  additionally, as an envoy to the Un refugee agency, 
i am very pleased to find within a section on the plights of the afghan displaced and 
refugees.
 
i thank the human rights education Program at amnesty international Usa for using 
the release of The Kite Runner film as an opportunity to build bridges and engage 
students in meaningful discussions about issues that, given the realities of today’s 
world, affect us all.  You have my deepest thanks.
 
 – khaled hosseini

khaled
hosseini

From The auThor

introdUction
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the companion guide for The Kite Runner provides activities and lessons to engage 
learners in a discussion of issues which seem difficult and complex, such as ethnic 
diversity, gender inequality, and the interplay between upper and lower socioeco-
nomic and political classes in afghanistan. designed to be as comprehensive and 
informative as possible, this guide can be used in its entirety as an in-depth unit of 
study or individual lessons can stand alone as learning extensions after watching 
the film. for more tips on using film in educational settings, please go to our web-
site: http://www.amnestyusa.org/education. additional resources, such as interna-
tional human rights declarations, fact sheets and links to actions and reports can 
also be found on the amnesty international Usa website listed above. 

Prior to showing the film, educators should prepare learners by having a short 
background discussion around the main themes of the film. for example, educators 
could review with students a map of afghanistan that shows all of its ethnic groups. 
such a map can be found at http://www.nationalgeographic.com/landincrisis/ethnic.
html. for background information relating specifically to Pashtuns and hazaras, 
educators should visit http://www.afghan-network.net/Ethnic-Groups/. a brief 
historical timeline of afghanistan can be found at http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/
south_asia/1162108.stm. for any additional research or information and resources, 
please also visit the websites of the international rescue committee at http://www.
theIRC.org and afghan relief organization at http://www.AfghanRelief.com. 

after using this curriculum, please take the time to fill out the feedback form found 
at the end of this guide or online at: http://www.amnestyusa.org/education.

this curriculum aligns with the following standards outlined by mcrel 
(mid-continent research for education and learning) 
http://www.mcrel.org/compendium/browse.asp 

• Behavioral studies: standard 1, level iV (grades 9-1�) – Understands that group  
 and cultural influences contribute to human development, identity and behavior

• historical Understanding: standard �, level iV (grades 9-1�) – Understands  
 historical perspective 

• language arts: standard 7, level iV (grades 9-1�) – Uses reading skills and  
 strategies to understand and interpret a variety of informational texts

• to introduce the ethnic groups of afghanistan and to understand human rights  
 issues that arise through ethnic rivalries 

• to explore the history of political influence in afghanistan and to recognize its  
 role in creating channels for human rights abuse

hoW to use 
the guide

companion
curriculum

objectives

introdUction

From The ediTor
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• to brainstorm definitions for terms such as regionalism, warlordism and 
 fundamentalism with regard to human rights

• to understand the plight of refugees and internally displaced peoples and 
 to critically consider the challenges associated with resettlement

• to engage students in discussion of personal and collective responsibility, 
 with specific emphasis on forgiveness, reconciliation, redemption, social 
 responsibility and activism

this guide is designed primarily for high school and college students. it can be 
used in social and international studies classes, history classes, arts and literature 
classes, or as a stand-alone learning opportunity. it can also be used in com-
munity settings, such as film festivals, house party screenings, or group meetings. 
individual lessons can act either as stand alone lessons or as a part of a whole 
semester long series. most sections of critical thinking questions are divided into 
two parts - general questions, and advanced questions. it is up to the educator to 
decide which parts are applicable to his/her audience. for community settings or 
small group settings, it may be sufficient to use only the movie discussion guide to 
spark dialogue and debate.

companion
curriculum

objectives
(continued)

target 
audience

From the editor

introdUction
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the following is a comprehensive list of discussion questions. educators should 
feel free to use some or all of the questions depending on the audience. it is also 
recommended that learners do an initial read-through of the questions before 
viewing the film.

1. what are some of the human rights issues or injustices that are portrayed in 
this film?

2. what was happening politically in afghanistan during the film?

3. list some of the recurring themes of the film.

4. in one of the opening scenes, we see amir and hassan returning home from a 
game of kite-fighting. the boys part ways and amir walks up his redbrick driveway lined 
with trees and rosebushes towards his magnificent house; whereas hassan walks 
towards a little mud hut. in what way does this scene set the stage for this film?

5. could hassan be considered wealthier than amir in some ways? why or why not? 
define wealth. what are some criteria we can use to measure one’s personal inner 
wealth? 

6. a quote in the first chapter of the kite runner book was “afghans like to say: 
life goes on, unmindful or beginning, end…crisis or catharsis, moving forward like 
a slow dusty caravan of kochis (nomads).” how does this idea resonate throughout 
the film?

7. how did war, conflict and human rights abuse change the characters of the book?

8. who chose to stay in afghanistan during the soviet invasion? who chose to flee? 
who did not have a choice? why?
  
9. did amir and Baba Jan become internally displaced peoples? refugees? or 
both? what rights were taken away from them when they had to leave their home? 
(in-depth study of idP’s and refugees can be found in lesson 5)

10. what kind of resettlement process did Baba and amir have to go through? what 
kind of resettlement process did some of the other characters endure?

11. when amir failed hassan, would you consider his action a human rights abuse? 
why?

12. what did rahim khan mean when he said to amir, “there is a way to be good 
again”? was it important for amir to redeem himself? why? are we always able to 
reconcile with past mistakes or past human rights abuses? is it important to do so? 
why?

discussion 
Questions

movie discussion guide

introdUction
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13. how do pride and privilege affect amir and his actions?

14.  Baba says to amir “there is only one sin, only one. and that is theft. every 
other sin is a variation of theft…when you kill a man, you steal a life. You steal 
his wife’s right to her husband, his children’s right to their father. when you tell a 
lie, you steal someone’s right to the truth…there is no act more wretched than 
stealing.” do you agree with Baba? list some other rights that could be violated by 
stealing that Baba does not mention. 
  
15. in the scene where assef attacks hassan, what rights did he steal from 
hassan?

16. assef says in the film to amir, “afghanistan is the land of Pashtuns. we are the 
true afghans, not this flat-nose here. his people pollute our homeland. they dirty 
our blood.” how does assef’s attitude compare to some of the individuals or groups 
we have learned about in our history classes? (the kkk, hitler, etc) can assef’s 
attitude lead to human rights issues, such as hate crimes in our neighborhoods? 
how?

17. Baba says to amir, “i grew up with ali. my father took him in, loved him like his 
own son. forty years ali’s been with my family.” Yet the cycle continues where neither 
ali nor hassan could read or write and both eat Baba’s and amir’s leftover food. in 
a society where individual roles are so defined and ingrained, how can one go about 
changing them? what responsibility do we have to break these unjust norms? how 
can we?

discussion 
Questions

(continued)

movie discussion guide

introdUction
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what are the different ethnic groups in afghanistan? which countries surround 
afghanistan? what are some of the important terms used when studying afghani-
stan?

one 90 minute class or two 45 minute classes

afghanistan has approximately 8 major ethnic groups residing within �4 provinces 
or mini-states, each having its own distinct cultural and political identity. the 8 
major ethnic groups are the Pashtuns, tajiks, hazaras, Uzbeks, turkmen, nuristan-
is, aimaqs and Balochis. this lesson will introduce students to the various ethnic 
groups of afghanistan and will also introduce students to important terminology 
that will be used in later lessons.

stUdents will Be aBle to: 
• demonstrate knowledge of the ethnic groups of afghanistan
• garner an understanding of the region through a map exercise 
• Become familiar with some key terms that will be used throughout this curriculum 

handoUt 1.1 – ethnic groups of afghanistan
handoUt 1.� – map exercise
handoUt 1.�a – words and terms
handoUt 1.�B – definitions
teacher resoUrce  #1 – map exercise
***all handoUts can Be foUnd in aPPendix one at the end of this lesson***

the 8 ethnic groUPs of afghanistan
 1.  distribute handoUt 1.1 to students
 �.  divide students into 8 groups and assign each group one ethnicity
 �.  allow students �-5 minutes to become familiar with their newfound ethnicity 
 4.  have each group tell the rest of the class who they are, what they are  
    known for, and where they reside in afghanistan
 5.  after this is complete, ask students to put away handoUt 1.1
 6.  divide the students into � groups, a & B, and engage them in a surprise quiz
 7.  draw a score sheet on the chalkboard for groups a & B
 8.  ask students the questions that follow. whichever group answers first  
    and correctly should receive 5 points for general questions and 10 points  
    for advanced questions. (the answers are in brackets for educator use)

general QUestions
 1.  what is the population of afghanistan? (approximately �� million) 
 �.  how many major ethnic groups are there in afghanistan? (8)
 �.  what are the official languages of afghanistan? (Pashtu and dari)
 4.  what is the major religion in afghanistan? (islam)
 5.  which two ethnic groups are the largest in afghanistan? 
    (Pashtuns and tajiks)
 6.  what is the main language of the Pashtuns? (Pashtu)

Question

time

overvieW

objectives

preparation 
and materials

activity #1
(30 minutes)

procedure

Quiz

inTroducTion To aFghanisTan

lesson 1

lesson 1:
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 7.  why are the Pashtuns so influential in afghanistan? 
    (large role in government)
 8.  approximately how many tajiks are there in afghanistan? �5-�0%? 
    1�-17%? 5-10%? (�7%)
 9.  where do most hazaras reside? (central afghan mountain region/ 
    hazarajat)
 10. according to the handout, which ethnic groups were historically best known  
    for farming? (Uzbeks and turkmen)
 11. which ethnic groups are best known as nomads or for camel breeding?  
    (aimaqs)
 1�. in the film, amir was a ______ and hassan was a_________. 
    (Pashtun, hazara)

adVanced QUestions
 1.  how many minor languages are spoken in afghanistan? (approximately �0)
 �.  what sect do the majority of muslims in afghanistan belong to? 
    (sunni islam)
 �.  what are the tajiks best known for? (Being agriculturists or townspeople)
 4.  what sect of muslims do most hazaras belong to? (shi’ite islam)
 5.  hazaras have __________ origins. (mongolian)
 6.  BonUs: true or false: afghanistan is in the middle east (false, afghanistan  
    is in central asia)
 7.  BonUs: what other religions besides islam are present in afghanistan?  
    (Zoroastrianism, Buddhism, hinduism and sufism)

where is afghanistan? (maP exercise)
 1.  distribute handout 1.� to students
 �.  ask students to find the following on the map. give them about 
    �0 seconds to write each place onto their map
    •  afghanistan 
    •  Pakistan 
    •  india 
    •  china 
    •  russia 
    •  the arabian sea
    •  iran 
    •  tajikistan 
    •  kyrgyzstan 
    •  turkmenistan 
    •  Uzbekistan 
    •  azerbaijan 
    •  kazakhstan 
    •  Bonus: where is Peshawar? why is Peshawar significant when 
     studying afghanistan?
 �.  collect maps from students, mark corrections and return them next class
 4.  now ask students to write down the names and capitals of each 

Quiz
(continued)

activity tWo
(15-20 minutes)

procedure

lesson 1

introduction to aFghanistanlesson 1:
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    country  they were asked to find. capitals are: afghanistan-kabul, 
    Pakistan-islamabad, india-new delhi, china-Beijing, russia-moscow, 
    iran-tehran, tajikistan-dushanbe, kyrgyzstan-Bishkek, turkmenistan-
    ashgabat, Uzbekistan-tashkent, azerbaijan-Baku, kazakhstan-astana
 5.  have students memorize capitals overnight and quiz them a few 
    classes later

imPortant terminologY relating to afghanistan (VocaBUlarY exercise)
 1.  distribute handoUt 1.�a to students
 �.  ask students to work in groups to brainstorm what the words or 
    terms could mean. some terms should be familiar from history and 
    social studies classes
 �.  now distribute handoUt 1.�B to students
 4.  have students compare what they wrote, to what is written on 
    handoUt 1.�B
 5.  have each group explain the meaning of one word or term to the rest 
    of the class
 6.  allow students time to interact with each other especially if they are   
    confused or unclear. give learners about 4 or 5 minutes to figure out each  
    definition of each word or term amongst themselves before helping 
    them out
 7.  have students study these terms for homework as they will pop up in the
     following lessons

comPleted

activity three
(30-40 minutes)

procedure

lesson one

introduction to aFghanistan

lesson 1

lesson 1:
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ethnic groups 
of afghanistan

pashtuns

tajiks

hazaras

introduction to aFghanistan

aPPendix 1

afghanistan is an ethnically diverse country. its inhabitants form a complex mosaic of 
ethnic and linguistic groups, a reflection of the country’s geographic location as well 
as its history of frequent external occupiers. as of July �007, there are approximately 
�� million people estimated to live in afghanistan. Pashtu and dari are considered 
the official languages of afghanistan, and are spoken by 85% of the people. thirty 
other minor languages are also spoken in afghanistan, representing the last 4% of 
the population.  there is also a large degree of bilingualism amongst the inhabitants 
of the country. about 99% of the population is muslim, and of these muslims, 84% 
belong to the sunni sect. there has been a long history of an ethnic hierarchy within 
afghanistan. it has created imbalances in wealth, influence and education within its 
society. traditionally, Pashtuns have dominated the country because they are the 
presumed majority of the population. as a result, many of the other ethnic groups 
have not had a strong voice within the society. the ethnic groups in afghanistan do 
not form a concrete caste system like india. But, the society does have a firm and 
structured hierarchy which dominates the inter-ethnic interactions and relations.

• Pashtuns are the majority ethnic group in afghanistan, about 4�% thereby   
 constituting just under half of the population 
• they are the highest ethnicity on the social ladder and dominate governmental  
 bodies
• Pashtu is their native language
• they consist mainly of sunni muslims

• tajiks account for about �7% of the population of afghanistan
• they are the second largest ethnic community within afghanistan 
• they are identified with agriculture and town life 
• they mainly inhabit the fertile eastern valleys 
• they are a group that is considered to have low income and like many hazaras,  
 they are not the highest on the social ladder. however, there tajiks that are 
 successful and important members of the government
• large numbers of tajiks are city dwellers as well

• the hazara ethnic group resides mainly in the central afghanistan mountain  
 region called ‘hazarajat’ 
• they make up approximately 9% of afghanistan’s population 
• there are also significant populations of hazaras in Pakistan and iran 
•  historically, the hazara seem to have mongolian origins, as evidenced by physical  
 attributes and parts of the culture and language 
• it is commonly believed that the hazara are descendants of genghis khan’s 
 army, which marched into the area during the 1�th century. Proponents of this 
 view hold that many of the mongol soldiers and their family members settled  
 in the area and remained there after the mongol empire dissolved in the 
 1�th century, converting to islam and adopting local customs 

handout 1.1
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• most of the hazaras are shi’ite muslims, and, the 1% of the population which is not 
 muslim is either hindu, sikh, or Jewish
• in The Kite Runner book and movie, it is evident that hazaras are considered to be 
 on the lower end of the socio-economic scale

• 1�% of the population is comprised of the turkmen (�%) and Uzbeks (9%)
• the Uzbeks are descendants from the turkish invasion around the beginning of 
 the first millennium 
• the turkmen are related to the Uzbeks and are mostly farmers, herders and 
 craftsmen and live in the northern plains
• these two groups are such a small part of the population that they have not 
 been able to hold many positions of power.

•  the remaining 10% of the afghan population is comprised of the nuristans, 
 an ancient people of mediterranean descent, the fariswan, the ethnic shi’a Persians,
 the relatively few in number Baluchis of the south, and the scattered members of 
 the kuchi and aimaq nomads 
•  nuristanis are predominantly sunni who speak dialects of dari and often also Pashtu 
 o they live in the kunar, nangarhar, laghman, and Parwan areas of eastern 
   afghanistan
 o the area where the nuristanis live, nuristan, was the scene of the first armed
   opposition to the khalq government
•  aimaqs are more of farming and herding tribe rather than an ethnicity 
 o they inhabit the western part of afghanistan 
 o they speak dari and are predominantly sunni muslims
•  the Balochis comprise approximately  �% of the population
 o they are a sunni muslim group with iranian ties and they live mostly in 
   southern afghanistan
  o they have historically been a nomadic tribe and were well known for 
   camel breeding
 o they also speak dari and Pashtu as well as their own, Baluchi. these tribes are 
   all extreme minorities                              

the information on this fact sheet has been sourced from the following websites:
http://www.stanford.edu/class/e297a/Afghanistan,%20the%20United%20States.htm
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/indepth_coverage/asia/afghanistan/
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/afghanistan/index.html
http://www.afghan-network.net/Ethnic-Groups/ 

hazaras
(continued)

uzbek and 
turkmen

nuristanis,
aimaQs and

baluchis

introduction to aFghanistan

aPPendix 1

handout 1.1 cont.
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map exercise

introduction to aFghanistan

aPPendix 1

 

handout 1.2
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handout 1.3a     introduction to aFghanistan

aPPendix 1

Word or term possible definition

sovereignty

influencer

occupier

narco-state

imperial rivalries

guerilla warfare

mini-states

central government

warlords

fundamentalists

regionalism

economic reconstruction

ethnic harmony

national integration

nation state
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handout 1.3B     introduction to aFghanistan

aPPendix 1

Word or term possible definition

sovereignty

influencer

occupier

narco-state

imperial rivalries

guerilla warfare

mini-states

central government

warlords

fundamentalists

regionalism

economic reconstruction

ethnic harmony

national integration

nation state

a state is considered a sovereign state when its government possesses 
full control over its own affairs within its geographical borders

any country or organization that can shape the dynamic of a country 
– whether political, economic or military

a country that forcefully invades and occupies another nation’s territory

a country that relies heavily on the sale of narcotics for the progress of its 
economy. a state can also be called a narco-state when it is controlled and 
corrupted by drug cartels and when law enforcement is extremely ineffective

when stronger countries fight for control or influence over another country

when small groups of combatants engage in surprise tactics 
such as ambushes and raids against a country’s leading army in order 

to take control over the army

mini-states within one nation state arise when there are several different 
ethnicities living in different regions of a country- and where each ethnicity in 

each region has a different political, social and economic culture

the central government in a country is the supreme governmental authority 
of a country which sometimes delegates authority to regions or mini-states

a warlord is one who exercises military power in a region of a country 
that the central government cannot effectively control

those who advocate the replacement of secular law with religious law 
in accordance to literal translations of sacred texts such as the 

Bible or the Qur’an

regionalism arises when every mini-state or province in a country 
has its own political, economic and social culture and is governed by local 
regional leaders rather than the central government. regionalism occurs 

when the central government cannot provide adequately for each 
of its mini-states or provinces

the rebuilding of a nation’s economic, social and political infrastructure 
after it has gone through a serious depression

when ethnicities in all mini-states of a country can live together 
in peace without rivalry 

when the central government makes economic, social and political 
efforts to unify all ethnic groups within the country’s borders

the state is a political and geopolitical entity; the nation is a cultural 
and/or ethnic entity. the term “nation-state” implies that they geographically 

coincide, and this distinguishes the nation-state from the other types 
of state, which historically preceded it.1 

 1 anderson, Benedict (1991) imagined communities, reflections on the origin and spread of nationalism. revised edition ed. london and new York: Verso
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objectives

preparation
and materials

activity one
(30-40 minutes)

procedure

hisTorical overview oF aFghanisTan

lesson �

how has the political dynamic of afghanistan, both historically and currently, created 
an opening for human rights injustices to take place?

one 45 minute class

afghanistan is a country that has a history of being politically unstable. there are 
several states within a state, the lack of a strong central government has given rise 
to regionalism, warlordism and fundamentalism. as we saw through the depiction 
of the russian invasion in The Kite Runner, there have also been multiple external 
factors and actions that have led to the country’s current state. for the last few cen-
turies at least, afghanistan has been a buffer zone as well as a zone of contention 
for a variety of foreign influencers. this lesson will give an overview of the political 
dynamic in afghanistan, both past and present. 

students will be able to: 
• explore the historic and current political landscape of afghanistan 
• Brainstorm the human rights connection to the country’s political state

handoUt �.1:  the historY of Political inflUence in afghanistan
handoUt �.�: timeline: afghanistan
***all handoUts can Be foUnd in aPPendix two at the end of this lesson***

Understanding the legacY of external inflUence in afghanistan
handoUt �.1 is a chart that details every major influencer in afghanistan. the 
chart is laid out to show that afghanistan has never had a true sovereignty over its 
borders. Beginning at least about one hundred years ago, afghanistan has been a 
political battlefield for several countries including iran, Pakistan, the former Ussr, 
great Britain and the Us. a history of economic, political and military influence has 
left afghanistan dependent despite the fact that it is considered an independent 
nation-state. handout �.� is a historical timeline that highlights this fact.
 1.  distribute handoUts �.1 and �.� to students. allow them about 10 to 1�  
    minutes to review the sheets
 �.  divide students into 7 groups: iran, Pakistan, the former Ussr, great Britain,  
    the U nited states, international organizations (Un and nato) and finally a  
    group of judges
 �.  students must work within their groups to study what their group’s role 
    has been in afghanistan throughout the years. the judges must examine 
    the entire handouts. allot students about 10 minutes for this
 4.  one by one, each of the groups must explain to the judges how, when 
    and why they influenced afghanistan over the past century. groups must 
    internalize the information on handoUts �.1 and �.� to make their cases 
    as accurate and convincing as possible. groups will have � minutes each 
    to state their case
 5.  invite students to pose questions to the presenting group
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 6.  Judges will rate groups one a scale of 1 to 5 based on the following criteria: 
    • did the group accurately describe the events? (Judges can use handouts  
     as reference)
    • if there were questions, were the groups able to answer those questions 
     from other students effectively? Judges will tally the points at the end 
     of all 6 presentations and announce the group that was best able to  
     demonstrate  an understanding of its country’s/ organization’s role in 
     afghanistan
 7.  students should have enough knowledge about the history of external 
    influence in afghanistan to engage in the discussion questions that follow                     

Present the following questions to students either in class or as homework. 
it may be beneficial to assign 1 or � questions to the already existing groups. 
***note: the questions are divided into general and advanced. if educators feel 
that their students are not ready to tackle the advanced questions, consider 
assigning one or two of them as an extra-credit writing assignment instead*** 

general QUestions
 1.  do you see any patterns of influence upon afghanistan? if so, what are they? 
 �.  Based on what you have read, do you feel as though afghanistan’s 
    sovereignty was threatened by external players? how?
 �.  in the film, Baba agreed with the radio announcer when he said 
    “if they come, we will do what afghans have always done. we will fight.
    we defeated the armies of alexander the great, we defeated the armies of 
    genghis khan, we defeated the armies of the British empire. and we will 
    defeat the russians.” what do this quote and the handouts tell us about  
    afghanistan?
 4.  do you feel as though human rights were threatened in afghanistan as a 
    result of external influence? cite specific examples from the film to support 
    your answer.
 5.  what are some of the trends or characteristics you noticed when studying 
    handoUts 1.1 and 1.�?
 6.  why do you think so many countries were interested in the outcome of 
    afghanistan? what could have been the potential gains for them?
 7.  how do you think the constant political turmoil in afghanistan could have 
    affected other things such as access to water, food as well as other basic 
    human rights? list at least 10 other human rights that could have been 
    affected due to the political dynamic.
 8.  whose responsibility is it to protect nation-states whose borders are not 
    sufficiently protected by their own governments? (example, the U.n., etc)
 9.  what role could you as individuals play in ensuring the protection of 
    afghanistan’s sovereignty and the prevention of human rights abuses in 
    the country? list some possible steps that you could take. (example. 
    Peaceful protests, etc)
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adVanced QUestions
 1.  do you feel as though any of the influencing groups had an undeniable 
    reason or right to challenge afghanistan’s sovereignty? why? why not?
 �.  how do you think the different occupations have affected the afghan 
    society?
 �.  how could the ever-changing power-plays in afghanistan as well as the 
    lack of a strong afghan government have given way to a number of human 
    rights abuses?

as of July �5th, �007, the United nations has invited forensic specialists from an 
international organization to help investigate over 81 mass graves discovered in dif-
ferent parts of war-torn afghanistan.  according to the afghan independent human 
rights commission, in the last 1� months, these graves are sites where thousands 
of human beings have been buried. there is often little coverage of the history of 
external influence in afghanistan and the human rights consequences of such influ-
ence. it is thought that most of these graves are from the soviet era; however some 
may be from the taliban era. Both eras were featured in the film the kite runner. as 
a research activity, students should take an in-depth look into the concept of mass 
graves. students should try to find reports of mass graves around the world as well 
as the human rights abuses that led up to the creation of those graves. students 
can either focus on one country or one region for their study and should write an 
essay detailing what they have discovered. 
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1919 - afghanistan regains independence after third war against british forces trying to 
bring country under their sphere of influence. 
1926 - amanullah proclaims himself king and attempts to introduce social reforms 
leading to opposition from conservative forces. 
1929 - amanullah flees after civil unrest over his reforms. 
1933 - Zahir shah becomes king and afghanistan remains a monarchy for next four 
decades. 
1953 - general mohammed daud becomes prime minister. turns to soviet union for 
economic and military assistance. introduces a number of social reforms, such as 
abolition of purdah (practice of secluding women from public view). 
1963 - mohammed daud forced to resign as prime minister. 
1964 - constitutional monarchy introduced - but leads to political polarisation and power 
struggles. 
1973 - mohammed daud seizes power in a coup and declares a republic. tries to play 
off ussr against western powers. his style alienates left-wing factions who join forces 
against him. 
1978 - general daud is overthrown and killed in a coup by leftist People’s democratic 
Party. But party’s khalq and Parcham factions fall out, leading to purging or exile of 
most Parcham leaders. at the same time, conservative islamic and ethnic leaders who 
objected to social changes begin armed revolt in countryside. 
1979 - Power struggle between leftist leaders hafizullah amin and nur mohammed taraki 
in kabul won by amin. revolts in countryside continue and afghan army faces collapse. 
soviet union finally sends in troops to help remove amin, who is executed. 
soviet intervention 
1980 - Babrak karmal, leader of the People’s democratic Party Parcham faction, is 
installed as ruler, backed by soviet troops. But anti-regime resistance intensifies with 
various mujahedin groups fighting soviet forces. us, pakistan, china, iran and saudi 
arabia supply money and arms. 
1985 - mujahedin come together in Pakistan to form alliance against soviet forces. half 
of afghan population now estimated to be displaced by war, with many fleeing to neigh-
bouring iran or pakistan. new soviet leader mikhail gorbachev says he will withdraw 
troops from afghanistan. 
1986 - us begins supplying mujahedin with stinger missiles, enabling them to shoot 
down soviet helicopter gunships. Babrak karmal replaced by najibullah as head of 
soviet-backed regime. 
1988 - afghanistan, ussr, the us and pakistan sign peace accords and soviet union 
begins pulling out troops. 
1989 - last soviet troops leave, but civil war continues as mujahedin push to overthrow 
najibullah. 
1991 - us and ussr agree to end military aid to both sides. mujahedin triumph 
1992 - resistance closes in on kabul and najibullah falls from power. rival militias vie 
for influence. 
1993 - mujahideen factions agree on formation of a government with ethnic tajik, 
Burhanuddin rabbani, proclaimed president. 
1994 - factional contests continue and the Pashtun-dominated taliban emerge as major 
challenge to the rabbani government.
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afghanistan
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timeline: 
afghanistan

a chronologY 
of keY eVents

1996 - taliban seize control of kabul and introduce hardline version of islam, banning 
women from work, and introducing islamic punishments, which include stoning to death 
and amputations. rabbani flees to join anti-taliban northern alliance. taliban under 
pressure 
1997 - taliban recognized as legitimate rulers by pakistan and saudi arabia. most 
other countries continue to regard rabbani as head of state. taliban now control about 
two-thirds of country. 
1998 - earthquakes kill thousands of people. us launches missile strikes at suspected 
bases of militant osama bin laden, accused of bombing us embassies in africa. 
1999 - un imposes an air embargo and financial sanctions to force afghanistan to hand 
over osama bin laden for trial. 
2001  - 
 january - un imposes further sanctions on taliban to force them to hand 
 over osama bin laden. 
 march - taliban blow up giant Buddha statues in defiance of international efforts 
 to save them. 
 april - mullah mohammad rabbani, the second most powerful taliban leader   
 after the supreme commander mullah mohammad omar, dies of liver cancer. 
 may - taliban order religious minorities to wear tags identifying themselves 
  as non-muslims, and hindu women to veil themselves like other afghan women. 
 september - eight foreign aid workers on trial in the supreme court for promoting 
 christianity. this follows months of tension between taliban and aid agencies. 
 september 9 - ahmad shah masood, legendary guerrilla and leader of the main 
 opposition to the taliban, is killed, apparently by assassins posing as journalists. 
 october - us, britain launch air strikes against afghanistan after taliban refuse  
 to hand over osama bin laden, held responsible for the september 11 attacks  
 on america. 
 november - opposition forces seize mazar-e sharif and within days march into   
 kabul and other key cities. taliban falls. 
 december 5 - afghan groups agree deal in Bonn for interim government. 
 december 7 - taliban finally give up last stronghold of kandahar, but mullah omar  
 remains at large. 
 december 22 - Pashtun royalist hamid karzai is sworn in as head of a 
 �0-member interim power-sharing government. 
2002 -  
 january - first contingent of foreign peacekeepers in place. 
 april - former king Zahir shah returns, but says he makes no claim to the throne. 
 may - un security council extends mandate of international security assistance  
 force (isaf) until december �00�. 
 allied forces continue their military campaign to find remnants of al-Qaeda and   
 taliban forces in the south-east. 
 june - loya Jirga, or grand council, elects hamid karzai as interim head of state.  
 karzai picks members of his administration which is to serve until �004. 
 july - Vice-President haji abdul Qadir is assassinated by gunmen in kabul. 
 september - karzai narrowly escapes an assassination attempt in kandahar, 
 his home town. 
 december - President karzai and Pakistani, turkmen leaders sign deal to build 
 gas pipeline through afghanistan, carrying turkmen gas to Pakistan. 
2003 - 
 august - nato takes control of security in kabul, its first-ever operational 
 commitment outside europe. new constitution 
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2004 - 
  january - grand assembly - or loya Jirga - adopts new constitution which 
 provides for strong presidency. 
 march - afghanistan secures $8.�bn (£4.5bn) in aid over three years. 
 september - rocket fired at helicopter carrying President karzai misses its   
 target; it is the most serious attempt on his life since september �00�. 
 october-november - Presidential elections: hamid karzai is declared the winner,  
 with 55% of the vote. he is sworn in, amid tight security, in december. 
2005 - 
 february - several hundred people are killed in the harshest winter weather 
 in a decade. 
 may - details emerge of alleged prisoner abuse by us forces at detention 
 centres. new parliament 
 september - first parliamentary and provincial elections in more than �0 years. 
 december - new parliament holds its inaugural session. 
2006 - 
 february - international donors meeting in london pledge more than $10bn   
 (£5.7bn) in reconstruction aid over five years. 
 may - Violent anti-us protests in kabul, the worst since the fall of the taliban in  
 �001, erupt after a us military vehicle crashes and kills several people. 
 may-june - scores of people are killed in battles between taliban fighters and   
 afghan and coalition forces in the south during an offensive known as operation  
 mountain thrust. nato takes over 
 july onwards - nato troops take over the leadership of military operations in   
 the south. fierce fighting ensues as the forces try to extend government control  
 in areas where taliban influence is strong. 
 october - nato assumes responsibility for security across the whole of 
 afghanistan, taking command in the east from a us-led coalition force. 
2007 - 
 march - pakistan says it has arrested mullah obaidullah akhund, the third most  
  senior member of the taliban’s leadership council. nato and afghan forces
 launch operation achilles, said to be their largest offensive to date against the
 taliban i the south. there is heavy fighting in helmand province. controversy
 over italian deal with taliban, which secures the release of five rebels in 
 exchange for kidnapped reporter daniele mastrogiacomo. his afghan driver and  
 translator are beheaded. 
 may - taliban’s most senior military commander, mullah dadullah, is killed during
 fighting with us, afghan forces. afghan and pakistani troops clash on the border in
 the worst violence in decades in a simmering border dispute. 
 july- former king Zahir shah dies in kabul 

from BBc news: 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/go/pr/fr/-/1/hi/world/south_asia/country_profiles/1162108.stm 
Published: �007/05/15 1�:�7:40 gmt    © BBc mmV
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what are the challenges facing afghanistan today? how do they affect human rights 
within the country?

two 45 minute classes or one 90 minute class

as we saw in The Kite Runner, the soviet invasion of 1978 caused severe problems in 
afghanistan. one major issue was that after this coup, the status quo in the country 
could not effectively be moderated by a strong central government. instead, what has 
arisen since then are mini-states within a state that have made it easy for foreign 
occupation. foreign occupiers have often used a ‘divide and conquer’ strategy rather 
than taking on the central government. as external players strengthened relationships 
with regional leaders, the central government significantly weakened, thus creating an 
anarchic situation in afghanistan and an opening for human rights abuse.

students will be able to:
• demonstrate an understanding some of the political challenges facing 
 afghanistan  today
• explore the human rights connection to today’s challenges in afghanistan
• garner an understanding of the issues surrounding the opium trade in afghanistan 
 
handoUt �.1 – challenges facing afghanistan
teacher resoUrce #1 – the Universal declaration of human rights
handoUt �.� – case study: afghanistan as a narco-state
***all handoUts can Be foUnd in aPPendix three at the end of this lesson***

Becoming aware of the Political challenges facing afghanistan todaY
in order for students to fully be able to comprehend the scope of human rights concern 
regarding afghanistan, it is imperative to engage in a dialogue about the challenges 
that the country faces. Before this exercise, students may want to review actiVitY � in 
lesson 1 for a recap of the terminology that will be used henceforth.
 1. engage students in an oral or written quiz on the terminology from actiVitY � in  
  lesson 1. make sure that students are clear on each term
 �. distribute handout �.1 to students. this sheet is a list of the challenges that 
  afghanistan is currently facing
 �. divide students into 6 groups and assign one challenge per group.
 4. have them talk together for 5-7 minutes to explore what each of these 
  challenges really mean
 5. have groups explain their assigned challenge to the rest of the class
 6. engage students in a discussion with the use of the critical thinking 
  questions below. 

Question

time

overvieW

objectives

preparation
and materials

activity one
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***note: the questions are divided into general and advanced. if educators feel that their students are not ready to 
tackle the advanced questions, consider assigning one or two of them as an extra-credit writing assignment instead***

general QUestions
 1. what are human rights?
 �. who has human rights?
 �. Brainstorm a list of at least 10-15 human rights that everyone should have. 
  (educators may want to reference teacher resoUrce #1 in aPPendix � 
  for a list of human rights as per the Universal Declaration of Human Rights)
 4. it was mentioned in the kite runner that the taliban banned music, 
  movies, tV, card playing, singing, dancing, boxing, kite-flying, education for 
  girls and much more. to use Baba’s terminology, what basic human rights 
  do you believe the taliban stole from afghan citizens?
 5. after watching the kite runner, would you say that any of the challenges in 
  handoUt �.1 directly affected any of the characters of the film? if so, how?
 6. for each challenge facing afghanistan, list at least 5 human rights that are 
  threatened or could be threatened as a direct result of the challenge. 
 7. for each human rights concern regarding the challenges facing afghanistan, 
  brainstorm a possible solution or solutions with your classmates.
 8. how can these solutions come about?
 9. whose responsibility is it to bring about solutions to human rights issues? 
  individuals? communities? organizations? governments? all? none?

adVanced QUestions
 1. how does the lack of a strong central government create  leeway for human 
  rights abuse? cite specific examples from the film to support your answer.
 �. what are some possible human rights violations that you think took place 
  as a direct result of ‘regionalism’? 
 �. is the rise of ‘warlordism’ or ‘fundamentalism’ a human rights threat? how? 
  cite specific examples from the film to support your answer.
 4. recently, foreign actors have focused their aid and resources on kabul and 
  not on the other provinces. do you think that this poses a human rights 
  threat? how?
 5. list some ways in which afghanistan could progress in maintaining ‘ethnic 
  harmony’ and achieving ‘national integration’. it may be helpful to think of 
  your own environment. do you think that there is ‘ethnic harmony’ within 
  your own community? if so, what are some of the factors that allow you to   
  live in harmony with your neighbors? 
 6. do you believe that there is national integration in your own country? if so, 
  was it always that way? list some key events or key players that contributed 
  to national integration in your country. (example, mlk, etc)
 7. list human rights issues that may occur if national integration is not a 
  priority of the government of a country. You may want to draw examples from 
  your own country’s history.
 8. how can individuals foster national integration starting in their own 
  communities?

critical
thinking

Questions

lesson �

challenges Facing human rights in aFghanistanlesson 3:
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case stUdY: afghanistan as a narco-state
for learners to truly understand the state of human rights in afghanistan, a lesson 
cannot be complete without a discussion of the opium trade. activity two is a case 
study activity which goes into in-depth detail regarding the story of opium in afghani-
stan and how it plays an enormous role in preventing human rights. 
 1.  distribute handoUt �.� to learners
 �.  divide students into 4 or 5 groups and allot them about 10-1� minutes to 
    read through the �-page handout
 �.  give them an extra �-5 minutes to discuss the information with the members 
    of their groups. 
 4.  start a class discussion with the aid of the critical thinking questions below. 
    it may be beneficial to assign a few questions to each group. encourage 
students to write at least 5 lines or � full sentences for each response.

general QUestions
 1.  why can afghanistan be considered a ‘narco-state’?
 �.  when did opium cultivation begin in afghanistan?
 �.  what were the factors that led to the rise of opium production?
 4.  why is opium easier to harvest and trade than other crops?
 5.  is opium trade legal in afghanistan?
 6.  what is the current dilemma regarding opium that leaders of afghanistan 
    as well as rural farmers must face?
 7.  how does the dilemma relate to human rights?
 8.  should the opium economy be eliminated? if so, list some of the human rights  
    consequences that can arise from this within afghanistan and worldwide.
 9.  should the opium economy be left to thrive? if so, list some of the human
    rights consequences that can arise from this within afghanistan and worldwide.
 10. imagine living on less than $� per day. if you were offered the option to 
    make a lot more money by harvesting opium, what criteria would you use to 
    make a choice? how could your individual choice impact the lives of others?
 11. what alternatives to opium harvesting could be provided for local farmers?
 1�. how does the choice to buy or sell drugs here at home affect the people 
    of afghanistan?
 1�. do drugs aid perpetrators in committing human rights abuses? how?
 14. can drugs fuel or lengthen wars? how? what does this mean for 
    human rights?
 15. Based on what you have learned from handout �.�, if you were the president  
    of afghanistan, how do you think you might handle the opium dilemma?
 16. as citizens of the world, do we have an individual and collective responsibility 
    to act on the opium trade dilemma and to promote human rights in afghanistan? 
    if so, what would be the first few steps one could take to act on the issue?

comPleted

activity tWo
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Political challenges facing hUman rights in todaY’s afghanistan

1. to strengthen the central government
as we learned in actiVitY � of lesson 1, what has arisen in afghanistan and what 
continues up until today is a system called ‘regionalism’. regionalism is a system 
whereby there are mini-states within one nation state. each mini-state is governed 
by local leaders who are supposed to report to the central government. Because 
afghanistan has not had a strong central leadership, the communication between 
the government and the local leaders has diminished. the government therefore 
has not been able to deliver adequate social or public services to the regions.  
instead, it is local regional leaders that deliver these goods and that maintain 
a greater control over the reasons. this presents serious human rights issues. 
discuss with your group what human rights issues these could be. Present these to 
your classmates

2. to exercise governmental  control over the warlords and fundamentalists
Because there has not been adequate control of regions/mini-states, or an 
adequate supply of goods and services to these regions, there has been a rise 
of local warlords in afghanistan. warlords ‘emerge from a direct response to the 
absence of law.’ in afghanistan, warlords have been able to gain the ‘respect’ of the 
public by stepping in where the government failed to do so. for a while, the warlords 
were inactive. however, post 9/11, there has been a resurgence of warlordism in 
the provinces. there has also been a rise of fundamentalism in afghanistan. once 
specific fundamentalist group is the taliban. the taliban was able to seize power as 
most of the taliban militia was trained as “freedom fighters” by the west in the war 
against communism and the Ussr. over the years from 1979-1989 the taliban 
militia was able to grow incredibly strong and by the 1990’s able to impose their 
brutally oppressive form of islamic law which is by no means consistent with 
popular afghan culture. the taliban banned music, movies, tV, card playing, singing, 
dancing, boxing, kite flying and much more. discuss with your group, what human 
rights issues warlords and fundamentalists bring about. Present these to your 
classmates

3. to provide security and rule of law beyond kabul
in the recent past, the u.s., u.n. and other key players in afghanistan have 
focused most of their security efforts on kabul. in order for a solid system of 
stability to develop in afghanistan, there has to be a serious commitment from the 
international community to giving as much attention to the provinces as it has given 
to kabul. if not, regionalism will thrive. discuss with your group, what the human 
rights concerns would be if security and rule of law is not extended beyond kabul. 
Present these to your classmates.

4. economic reconstruction
afghanistan remains extremely poor, landlocked, and highly dependent on foreign 
aid, farming, and trade with neighboring countries. it will likely take many decades 
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and continuing donor aid and attention to raise afghanistan’s living standards up 
from its current state. much of the population suffers from limited access to hous-
ing, clean water, electricity, medical care, and jobs. the afghan government and 
international donors must remain committed to improving access to these basic 
necessities by prioritizing infrastructure development, education, housing develop-
ment, jobs programs, and economic reform for the foreseeable future- and with 
a particular emphasis on ensuring women’s and girl’s access to these services. 
economic reconstruction is clearly directly related to the promotion of human rights 
in afghanistan. Using the information above, prove this point to your classmates.

5. maintaining ethnic harmony
there has been a history of ethnic rivalry in afghanistan mostly due to the fact that 
the largest ethnic groups, the Pashtuns and tajiks, have always been able to have 
a say in the government whereas smaller groups have not. in order to maintain 
ethnic harmony, the current government will need to devise programs whereby the 
diverse groups interact and participate with each other and whereby all can climb 
social ladders and prosper despite differences. write a list of some human rights 
issues that may arise if ethnic harmony is not maintained. Present them to your 
classmates.

6. achieving national integration
national integration or national unity is the unification of an entire population of a 
country despite differences in ethnicity, language and social background. national 
integration aims for all citizens of a country to live in peace and harmony side by 
side. the only way that afghanistan can achieve national integration is through a 
serious revamping of the education, economic and political systems. a state funded 
education system and economic development programs can aid in national integra-
tion as well as in the expansion of central government control. how does national 
integration relate to human rights? Present an answer to your classmates.

***the information Presented here has Been comPiled and in some cases QUoted from 

“Unfinished BUsiness in afghanistan: warlordism, reconstrUction, and ethnic harmonY” 

BY deePa ollaPallY. aPril �00�: the United states institUte of Peace. aVailaBle online at 

http://www.USIp.oRG/pUbS/SpECIAlREpoRtS/SR105.html ***

challenges Facing human rights in aFghanistan
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UniVersal declaration of hUman rights (aBBreViated)

1.   right to eQUalitY
�.   freedom from discrimination
�.   right to life, liBertY, Personal secUritY
4.   freedom from slaVerY
5.   freedom from tortUre and degrading treatment
6.   right to recognition as a Person Before the law
7.   right to eQUalitY Before the law
8.   right to remedY BY comPetent triBUnal
9.   freedom from arBitrarY arrest and exile
10. right to fair PUBlic hearing
11. right to Be considered innocent Until ProVen gUiltY
1�. freedom from interference with PriVacY, familY, home 
   and corresPondence
1�. right to free moVement in and oUt of the coUntrY
14. right to asYlUm in other coUntries from PersecUtion
15. right to a nationalitY and freedom to change nationalitY
16. right to marriage and familY
17. right to own ProPertY
18. freedom of Belief and religion
19. freedom of oPinion and information
�0. right of PeacefUl assemBlY and association
�1. right to ParticiPate in goVernment and free elections
��. right to social secUritY
��. right to desiraBle work and Join trade Unions
�4. right to rest and leisUre
�5. right to adeQUate liVing standard
�6. right to edUcation
�7. right to ParticiPate in the cUltUral life of the commUnitY
�8. right to a social order that articUlates this docUment
�9. commUnitY dUties essential to free and fUll deVeloPment
�0. freedom from state or Personal interference in the aBoVe rights
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afghanistan as a narco-state

introdUction:
o opium cultivation was introduced into the region in 1978, with the beginning of 
 the soviet occupation of afghanistan. 
o for a country with limited arable land and access to irrigation, the production 
 of opium – which fetches far higher prices than wheat, fruit, and other agriculture  
 products – has proven to be advantageous to cultivate and profitable for the   
 country. 
o Unlike other agricultural products, the opium is easily stored and transported, 
 and has a high demand pull on the international market. 
o it is often purchased from producers in advance by narcotics traders, 
 which provides a system of credit for the farming communities as well as reliable 
 insurance against poverty and hunger. 
o the production and trade of opium remained effectively legal until �00�, 
 enabling the development of a thriving market to become firmly established and 
 to grow virtually unchecked. 
o opium production has increased fifteen-fold since 1979, and afghanistan has 
 become the source country for approximately 90% of the world’s opium, 
 producing as much as 4,500 metric tons each year. 
o income from opium exports currently is estimated to be more than one half – 
 and as much as two thirds – of afghanistan’s gross domestic product (gdP). 
o today, the opium production industry of afghanistan nets at least $� billion 
  annually – and possibly much more – in a country whose average wage rate 
 is less than $� per day. 

creating oPenings for hUman rights aBUses:
o throughout the 1980’s and 1990’s, revenue from the growing opiate industry  
  financed the military efforts of many competing factions, including the taliban  
 who seized control of most of the opium producing  provinces after 1996. 
o at the beginning of the conflict, a “war economy” rapidly developed, an 
 economy based heavily off of illicit trade and black marketeering. 
o the opium trade has become intrinsically tied to the ensuing warlord system; 
 military commanders encourage opium production in the regions they control, 
 providing protection and funding for the local communities while collecting taxes 
 on trade and transportation of the drug. 
o destruction of most of the economic infrastructure in the country has disrupted 
 regular agriculture production, and many farming communities have turned to  
 opium production as a viable source of income. 
o internally displaced persons (idPs), refugees, women and children provide cheap 
 and expendable labor in the poppy fields. and the absence of stability and rule 
 of law allow illegal activities such as the cultivation and trade of opiates to 
 persist unchecked.
o drug problems are considerably high within refugee camps and communities 
 of idPs. 

challenges Facing human rights in aFghanistan
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case stUdY
afghanistan

population: 
�� million

size: 
40�,��8 

sQUare feet; 
aPProximatelY the 

siZe of texas

geography: 
landlocked; 

Borders iran, 
Pakistan, china, 

taJikistan, 
UZBekistan, 

tUrkmenistan
 

resources: 
natUral gas, 

PetroleUm, coal, 
coPPer, iron, salt

opium trade: 
oPiUm exPorts 

at least $� Billion 
annUallY (>1/� gdP), 

soUrce coUntrY 
for 90% of world’s 

oPiUm, fUels 
conflict, Under-
mines secUritY

 
gdp per capita: 

Us $800

life expectancy: 
4�.77 Years
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o many soldiers and civilians wounded in the war have become addicted to the  
 drug, as ill-equipped regional army hospitals rely extensively on opium, heroin 
 and morphine as the only available painkillers. 
o an estimated 45,000 women in afghanistan are addicted to the drug, and many 
 intentionally expose their children to second-hand smoke to get them to stop 
 crying or to fall asleep. as a result, these children often suffer from debilitating 
 respiratory conditions, and inadvertently become addicted. 
o opium usage among women has also increased the already high maternal 
 mortality rate. death during pregnancy is frequently related to drug-induced 
 weakness, and some addicted mothers lose their ability to have children 
 altogether. the primary reason for the widespread use of opium among mothers  
 and children is the lack of access to health services. 

diagram showing the flow of oPiUm in afghanistan
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diagram taken from: 
crs report for congress 

“afghanistan: narcotics 
and U.s. Policy” 

december �004, 

page 1� 
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case stUdY:
looking at 

the pros and 
cons of the 

opium trade 
through 
a human

 rights lens
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impact on human rights

continUing the oPiUm trade eliminating the oPiUm trade

 – Perhaps the only reliable source of revenue for an 
unstable,   war-torn country
– creates somewhat economic stability for those farmers 
that are in the trade
– removing it all together would require that the govern-
ment set up successful economic structures which may 
take several years and may create a basic human rights 
deficit
– significant amounts of money generated in the opiate 
trade are also invested into infrastructure development 
projects, facilitating construction, trade and transport, 
removal of which could cause a human rights deficit as well
– the cultivation of alternate crops could be encour-
aged- seeds, fertilizers and equipment could be provided 
for opiate farmers to aid in the transition back to more 
traditional agricultural practices. however, if this were to 
take place, farmers would have to accept lower profits 
which may impact their basic human rights.

– the widespread use of opium has given rise to black mar-
keteering and drug related corruption. this has undermined 
governmental control as well as structures that have been 
set in place for economic reform. without economic reform, 
there are no basic human rights for many in afghanistan- 
including the right to water, food and education.
–  eliminating the opium trade will force the government to 
implement economic systems that would benefit the entire 
population and that would provide jobs to those who were 
previously in the opium business. this will create long-term 
human rights benefits and would also create openings for 
jobs for idPs and returning refugees. 
– forcing the creation of a thriving economic system would 
also eventually generate opportunities for women and girls 
which are not currently  widespread. there could also be 
a structure set in place as a means to provide loans and 
credit to farmers of legitimate crops- this would encour-
age farmers to reject opium trade and would eventually 
heighten the promotion of human rights in the country.

–  the first stages of an eradication campaign, taken in 
april of �00�, were met with armed opposition. farming 
communities armed themselves against the measures and 
planted mines in poppy fields. this of course led to many 
injuries and casualties which are in effect human rights 
abuses.
– the goal of eradication is also said to be complicated 
“by a practical necessity: coalition forces pursuing regional 
security and counterterrorism objectives often rely on the 
cooperation of warlords, tribal leaders, and local officials 
who may be involved in the narcotics trade.”  farmers 
whose crops have been destroyed by governmental or 
western forces often increase their support for armed 
opposition groups such as the taliban, which condones 
cultivation.

– the opium trade puts more money into the hands of 
warlords and druglords which undermines the powerbase of 
the central government. 
– opium trafficking profits exceed $4 billion annually in iran, 
Pakistan and tajikistan which also fuels the instability in 
afghanistan and its neighboring countries. 
–  in addition, money profited through opium sales have 
been used by warlords to purchase weapons that fuel the 
ongoing conflicts. 
– some sources, including the governments of afghanistan 
and the United states, have drawn connections between 
the opium economy and international terrorism. organiza-
tions such as hizb-i islami/ gulbuddin (hig), the taliban, 
and possibly al Qaeda are said to be involved in varying 
degrees of production and trade. this means that the 
opium economy is probably indirectly funding terrorist 
attacks on civilians, infrastructure and military targets.
–  getting rid of the opium trade would also force the 
creation of a legal structure to combat trafficking cartels 
and counter the influence of warlordism on the industry. 
this would decrease the drug-related violence and human 
rights abuse.

–  many of the current legal industries operating in afghani-
stan are fueled by revenue from the narcotics trade as they 
are unable to sustain themselves; to remove opium, these 
industries would collapse. 
– creating an agricultural economy based on wheat, fruit, 
and other raw materials, which command much lower prices 
on the international market, would lead to major short-term 
economic setbacks, and create long-term dependence on 
foreign aid.
– for these reasons, the continuation of the opium trade 
may have a better effect on human rights in the country.

–  criminalizing the practice of cultivation and trade, and 
any efforts made at reducing the supplies of the drug 
have been shown only to increase the value of what is 
produced, further encouraging production- which would 
lead to an increase in human rights abuse.

– spraying crops, part of the initial eradication propos-
als, also raises environmental and health concerns.

–  increased dependency on opium means increased drug 
abuse, especially for wounded soldiers, women and those 
in refugee camps. 
– since opium acts as a ‘quick fix’ for medical pain, 
women and soldiers are given opium as opposed to quality 
healthcare. 
– opium is also used in the production of heroin, a drug 
that is taken through needles and injections which can 
perpetrate the hiV/aids throughout the region.
–  in addition, because second-hand smoke is rampant, 
children often suffer debilitating respiratory conditions and 
inadvertently become addicted. opium has also increased 
maternal mortality in afghanistan as well as infertility.
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the information in this handout was compiled from the following sources: 
the United nations office on drugs and crime (Unodc) 
 “The Opium Economy in Afghanistan: An International Problem” January �00� 
 http://www.unodc.org/pdf/publications/afg_opium_economy_www.pdf  
Unodc “Afghanistan: Opium Abuse Harming Women’s, Children’s Health” may �007 
 http://www.irinnews.org/report.aspx?reportid=72419 
crs report for congress “Afghanistan: Narcotics and U.S. Policy” december �004 
 http://fpc.state.gov/documents/organization/39906.pdf 
central intelligence agency (cia) “The World Factbook: Afghanistan”  may �007 
 https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/print/af.html  

handout 3.2 cont.
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Question

time

overvieW

objectives

preparation
and materials

activity one
(20 minutes)

procedure

The impacT oF FundamenTalism on human righTs

lesson 4

how has fundamentalism affected the rights of women, girls, refugees and internally 
displaced people in afghanistan?

two 45 minute classes or one 90 minute class
 
as documented in The Kite Runner, fundamentalism, specifically the taliban’s 
method of enforcing religious law, had a significant impact on the lives of women 
and children in afghanistan. from watching Baba, amir and rahim khan’s stories, 
we also learned that fundamentalism created a huge crisis involving refugees and 
internally displaced people. in addition, scenes with assef showed us that those 
individuals that came into contact with the taliban endured some of the most brutal, 
inhuman and degrading treatment that the world has ever witnessed. this lesson is 
designed to examine the severity of the taliban’s fundamentalist tactics as depicted 
in The Kite Runner and to give students the opportunity to explore the impact the 
taliban had on the human rights of individuals in afghanistan.

stUdents will Be aBle to:
• Understand the severity of the restrictions the taliban placed on daily life 
 in afghanistan
• explore the taliban’s tactics through a human rights lens
• demonstrate an understanding of the human rights issues in each case study

handoUt 4.1 – the taliban’s rules and Punishments
handoUt 4.� – the Universal declaration of human rights (abbreviated)
handoUt 4.� – the Udhr vs. the taliban worksheet
handoUts 4.4a, 4.4B, 4.4c, 4.4d – case stUdies 1, �, �, 4
handoUt 4.5 – Udhr checklist 
***all handoUts can Be foUnd in aPPendix foUr at the end of this lesson***

frontloading imPortant QUestions
Before engaging in a class about such a complex topic, it may be beneficial to 
present the following questions to students for them to think about or research 
before this class.
 1.  what is fundamentalism?
 �.  what is religious fundamentalism?
 �.  have there been fundamentalists in every religion? Provide examples
 4.  what are some examples of religious fundamentalism?
 5.  what did the term “fundamentalism” originally refer to?
 6.  who are fundamentalists?

Understanding the taliBan’s tactics
 1.  show students the scene from The Kite Runner where amir goes back to 
    afghanistan and reaches ghazi stadium and sees the taliban set up for 
    public executions on the soccer field. keep playing the film up until the 
    scene where amir meets assef again

lesson 4:
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activity one
(20 minutes)

procedure
(continUed)

activity tWo
(20 minutes)

procedure

activity three
(40-45 minutes)

procedure

 �.  divide the class into � groups
 �.  assign the following tasks to groups- Be sure that groups have information 
    about the tasks of the other groups 
 4.  have students in group a write down their daily routine. what do they do 
    from the minute they wake up until about 5pm on school days?
 5.  distribute handoUt 4.1 to groups B and c
 6.  group B must read through the taliban’s rules and group c must examine 
    the taliban’s punishments
 7.  give the three groups about 7-10 minutes to complete their tasks
 8.  now, pick one representative from group B to call on random students from 
    group a. the representative must ask: “girl/Boy, what is your daily routine?”
 9.  whoever is chosen must slowly list each thing that they have written as part 
    of their daily routine
 10. for each thing on the routine that is against taliban rules, members of 
    group B must scream “Violation!” out loud
 11. after the chosen person has listed his entire routine, based on the number 
    of times group B shouted “Violation!,” members of group c must decide 
    what an appropriate taliban punishment may be. group c will then let the 
    person know what will be happening to them.
 1�. repeat steps 1-11 with another 1 or � students
 1�. now, distribute handoUt 4.� to students. give them �-5 minutes to 
    read through

analYZing the taliBan throUgh a hUman rights lens
 1.  distribute handoUt 4.� to students
 �.  for each article of the Udhr, students must write which of the taliban’s 
    rules from handoUt 4.1 are violations
 �.  in addition, students must also write which of the taliban’s punishments are 
    violations of the Udhr’s articles
 4.  now that students have internalized the taliban’s rules and punishments and 
    analyzed them under the lens of the Udhr, they can move onto activity �.

Understanding the imPact of fUndamentalism throUgh 
Personal accoUnts
 1.  divide students into 4 groups
 �.  have each group read one case study (handoUt 4.4a, 4.4B, 4.4c or 4.4d) 
    and answer the questions below the case study together
 �.  have students use handoUt 4.5 to document the human rights violations  
    they found in their case study
 4.  now have one representative from each group present the case study 
    to the class
 5.  the representative must present as though they are the person in the 
    case study. they must say: my name is… i am from… this is what i have 
    been through, etc. 

the impact oF Fundamentalism on human rights

lesson 4

lesson 4:
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the impact oF Fundamentalism on human rights

activity three
(40-45 minutes)

procedure
(continUed)

research 
activity

lesson four

 6.  after each presentation students should write down the following in their 
    notebook or journal:
    • this story teaches about human rights in that it shows _______________
    • this story is empowering because_______________________________
    • this story has changed me because_____________________________
    • after reading this story, i promise to______________________________

as an extension homework activity have students explore the following:
has afghanistan ratified (signed onto) the Udhr and other internation-
al hUman rights instrUments? if so, draw from what YoU haVe learned 
in these lessons to list some PossiBle reasons whY afghanistan has 
not Been aBle to UPhold these international hUman rights norms. (� 
Pages or �00 words)

comPleted

lesson 4:
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the 
taliban’s

rules

the impact oF Fundamentalism on human rights

aPPendix 4

examples of 
the taliban’s
punishments 
for breaking 
these rules:

1. public Whipping
2. public stoning

3. amputation 
    of limbs

4. public hanging
5  imprisonment

6. public shooting
7. public execution

8. dangling of 
    bodies  from    

    cranes
9. public beatings

rules regarding females
 1.  females maY not work oUtside the home, inclUding teachers, 
   engineers and doctors 
 2.  females maY not ParticiPate in anY actiVitY oUtside the home 
   Unless accomPanied BY a close male relatiVe sUch as a father, 
   Brother or hUsBand
 3.  females maY not deal with male shoPkeePers
 4.  females maY not Be treated BY male doctors
 5.  females maY not stUdY at schools, UniVersities or anY other 
   edUcational institUtion
 6.  females mUst wear a long Veil (BUrQa) which coVers them from 
   head to toe
 7.  females who do not wear the BUrQa will Be whiPPed, Beaten 
   and/or VerBallY aBUsed PUBliclY
 8.  females whose ankles are VisiBle will Be whiPPed in PUBlic
 9.  females foUnd gUiltY of adUlterY will Be PUBliclY stoned to death 
 10. females maY not Use cosmetics 
 11. females maY not talk to or shake hands with males that are 
   not in their familY
 12. females maY not laUgh loUdlY- no stranger shoUld hear a 
   woman’s Voice
 13. females maY not wear high heel shoes. men mUst neVer hear a 
   woman’s footstePs
 14. females maY not take taxis withoUt a male memBer of her familY
 15. females maY not aPPear on radio, teleVision or PUBlic 
   gatherings of anY kind
 16. females maY not PlaY sPorts or eneter a sPorts center or clUB
 17. females maY not ride BicYcles or motorcYcles
 18. females maY not wear BrightlY colored clothes that can Be 
   consideered “sexUallY attracting colors”
 19. females maY not gather for festiVe occasions sUch as eid 
   (religioUs holidaY) or for anY recreational PUrPose
 20. females maY not wash clothes next to riVers or in a PUBlic Place
 21. modification of all Place names inclUding the word “females.” 
   for examPle, “female garden” has Been renamed “sPring garden”
 22. females maY not aPPear on the Balconies of their aPartments 
   or hoUses
 23. all home windows mUst Be Painted so females cannot Be seen 
   from oUtside their homes
 24. male tailors maY not take a female’s measUrements or sew a 
   female’s clothes
 25. females and men maY not traVel on the same BUs
 26. females maY not wear flared or wide-leg Pants eVen Under a BUrQa
 27. females maY not Be filmed or PhotograPhed
 28. females’ PictUres maY not aPPear in newsPaPers and Books, 
   or hUng on walls of hoUses or shoPs

handout 4.1
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a non-Violent waY.
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rules regarding all afghans- male and female
 1. no one can listen to mUsic
 2. no one can watch moVies, teleVision or Videos
 3. no one can celeBrate the traditional new Year BecaUse it is 
  deemed “Un-islamic”
 4. no one can celeBrate laBor daY BecaUse it is deemed 
  a “commUnist” holidaY
 5. no citiZen of afghanistan maY haVe a non-islamic name
 6. all afghan YoUth mUst haVe short hair or Be sUBJect 
  to forced haircUts
 7. all men mUst wear islamic clothes and a caP
 8. men maY not shaVe or trim their Beards
 9. all afghans mUst attend PraYers in mosQUes 5 times dailY
 10. no one maY keeP Pigeons or anY other Bird as a Pet. anY Violater 
  will Be imPrisoned and the Birds shall Be killed
 11. no one maY flY kites
 12. in anY sPorting eVents, onlookers maY not claP
 13. anYone who carries oBJectionaBle literatUre will Be execUted
 14. anYone who conVerts from islam to anY other religion will 
  Be execUted
 15. all BoY stUdents mUst wear tUrBans
 16. non-mUslim minorities mUst stitch a Yellow cloth onto their 
  dress to Be differentiated from the maJoritY
 17. no one maY Use the internet, inclUding foreigners
 18. no one maY dance at weddings
 19. no one maY gamBle
 20. no one maY engage in a cUltUral celeBration
 21. no BUrYing of anYone who was killed BY the taliBan. Bodies 
  mUst remain in the streets as examPles to other “wrongdoers” 

note: it mUst Be 
noted that the 

taliBan did not haVe 
control oVer all of 

afghanistan. how-
eVer, theY did haVe a 
significant Presence 

in certain cities. 
there were manY 

cases where the tal-
iBan tried to seiZe a 

town and aPPlY its 
rUles and did not 

sUcceed dUe to the 
strength and coUr-
age of afghans who 
reBelled and stood 

UP for themselVes in 
a non-Violent waY.

examples of 
the taliban’s
punishments 
for breaking 
these rules:

1. public Whipping
2. public stoning

3. amputation 
    of limbs

4. public hanging
5  imprisonment

6. public shooting
7. public execution

8. dangling of 
    bodies  from    

    cranes
9. public beatings

handout 4.1
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UniVersal declaration of hUman rights (aBBreViated)

1.   right to eQUalitY
�.   freedom from discrimination
�.   right to life, liBertY, Personal secUritY
4.   freedom from slaVerY
5.   freedom from tortUre and degrading treatment
6.   right to recognition as a Person Before the law
7.   right to eQUalitY Before the law
8.   right to remedY BY comPetent triBUnal
9.   freedom from arBitrarY arrest and exile
10. right to fair PUBlic hearing
11. right to Be considered innocent Until ProVen gUiltY
1�. freedom from interference with PriVacY, familY, home 
   and corresPondence
1�. right to free moVement in and oUt of the coUntrY
14. right to asYlUm in other coUntries from PersecUtion
15. right to a nationalitY and freedom to change nationalitY
16. right to marriage and familY
17. right to own ProPertY
18. freedom of Belief and religion
19. freedom of oPinion and information
�0. right of PeacefUl assemBlY and association
�1. right to ParticiPate in goVernment and free elections
��. right to social secUritY
��. right to desiraBle work and Join trade Unions
�4. right to rest and leisUre
�5. right to adeQUate liVing standard
�6. right to edUcation
�7. right to ParticiPate in the cUltUral life of the commUnitY
�8. right to a social order that articUlates this docUment
�9. commUnitY dUties essential to free and fUll deVeloPment
�0. freedom from state or Personal interference in the aBoVe rights
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the udhr vs the taliban
Which taliban rules and punishments violate the universal declaration of human rights?

right to eQUalitY

freedom from discrimination

right to life, liBertY, Personal secUritY

freedom from slaVerY

freedom from tortUre and degrading treatment

right to recognition as a Person Before the law

right to eQUalitY Before the law

right to remedY BY comPetent triBUnal

freedom from arBitrarY arrest and exile

right to fair PUBlic hearing

right to Be considered innocent Until ProVen gUiltY

freedom from interference with PriVacY, familY, 
home and corresPondence

right to free moVement in and oUt of the coUntrY

right to asYlUm in other coUntries from PersecUtion

right to a nationalitY and freedom to change nationalitY

right to marriage and familY

right to own ProPertY

freedom of Belief and religion

freedom of oPinion and information

right of PeacefUl assemBlY and association

right to ParticiPate in goVernment and free elections

right to social secUritY

right to desiraBle work and Join trade Unions

right to rest and leisUre

right to adeQUate liVing standard

right to edUcation

right to ParticiPate in the cUltUral life of the commUnitY

right to a social order that articUlates this docUment

commUnitY dUties essential to free and fUll deVeloPment

freedom from state or Personal interference in the aBoVe rights

UDhR ARtIClES tAlIbAn RUlE #’S tAlIbAn pUnIShmEnt #’S
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case stUdY #1: 
laYla

critical 
thinking 

Questions

Quoted from “reports from afghanistan, 1997” available online at 
http://www.rawa.org/recent.htm#5

1. does this case study involve human rights violations?
�. if so, use the worksheet in handoUt 4.5 to document which of layla’s 
 human rights were violated
�. do you believe that the passers-by had a responsibility to layla? why?
4. in your opinion, after reading about what the taliban would do to a male 
 who touches a female in public, do you think that the male passers-by are 
 complicit in committing a human rights violation by not helping layla to 
 the hospital?
5. if there was no option of dialing 911, and there was no other help in sight, 
 and you were a male witnessing layla bleeding to death, would you feel 
 responsible for her and her child? how would you have handled the situation?
6. layla lost the baby and fell very ill in the clinic, yet she could not undergo surgery 
 because she could not get the approval of the taliban. is the right to adequate 
 healthcare a human right?
7. who should be able to decide whether or not a person can exercise his/her 
 human rights?
8. do you believe that the taliban or any government or leaders should have the 
 authority to determine whether or not someone can receive healthcare? why? why not?

On May 29, [1997] Layla living in Khairkhana, Kabul, who was five months pregnant left her 

house for a routine pregnancy check-up at the nearby Parwan Maternity Clinic. She was dressed 

head-to-foot in the prescribed chadari [also called burqa] which only allowed a grill through which 

she could look out but even her eyes could not be seen. She had to wrap her self carefully in the 

chadari, as allowing her dress to be seen was against the imposed dress code. Halfway to the 

clinic she felt suffocated and felt an urgent need for fresh air. Turning into a deserted lane she 

raised her veil and drew deep breaths, relishing the feeling of relief. Suddenly a scourge-wielding 

Taliban militiaman screaming abuse materialised out of nowhere. “Why have you bared your face! 

Why have you bared your face!” he kept screaming while he poured out the vilest invectives. His 

whip hand was raised and before Layla could say anything the blow landed on her distended 

abdomen. Layla could only scream “Bradar jan, [brother, dear], don’t hit me, I am with child, I am 

going to the clinic” but the frenzied Taliban kept raining down blows on the miserable woman. 

The pain and the terror made Layla sit down on the dirt and the Taliban went away after a few 

more vicious blows of the lash. None of the few passers-by could dare to intercede. By now 

Layla was bleeding but both she and one or two passers-by knew that she could not hope for a 

helping hand as there were no women around and it is against Taliban ‘ethics’ and edicts for a 

male to touch any female other than close family members. Any man extending a helping hand 

to a woman in need was sure to receive the same treatment that had been meted out to Layla 

a moment ago. Layla could only drag herself to the clinic where she passed out. When she came 

to she was drenched in blood and the nurses told her that she had had a miscarriage. They 

sounded very worried about her own condition and it was not long before she lost consciousness 

again. The following day she developed a soaring temperature and doctors diagnosed peritonitis. 

They recommended abdominal surgery but before they could obtain the necessary go-ahead 

from the Taliban authorities Layla breathed her last.
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case stUdY #�: 
sakeena 
YacooBi

critical 
thinking 

Questions

adapted from “Underground woman” available online at 
http://www.tanenbaum.org/peacemakers/yacoobi.aspx 

1. is sakeena a human rights defender? 
�. if so, use the worksheet in handoUt 4.5 to document which human right(s) 
 sakeena defends. 
�. did sakeena have a personal responsibility to the girls of afghanistan? why? 
 why not?
4. why do you think sakeena Yacoobi risked her life daily to educate women 
 and children?
5. what does this case study tell us about the importance of education?
6. what do sakeena’s actions tell you about the power of the individual? 
7. when we see homeless children or children in orphanages in our own communities 
 who don’t have regular schooling, do we have a personal responsibility to volunteer 
 our time to teach them? can we? does everyone have the ability to empower and 
 educate? how?
8. would you consider sakeena a heroine? why or why not?
9. what steps can you take to become a local hero/heroine in your own community? 
 in your state? in the world?

For more than twenty years, Sakena Yacoobi has risked her life to teach women and children in 

Afghanistan.  In the face of a brutally oppressive Taliban regime, she secretly used education to 

reclaim Islam—believing that if people had access to the verses themselves, they would see its 

underlying messages of peace, justice, and equality.  Her story is that of a woman of faith seeking 

to transform her country.

Yacoobi was struck by the trauma and dislocation being caused by the war in Afghanistan.  

Believing that long-term change was needed for Afghanistan’s displaced population, she founded 

the Afghan Institute of Learning in 1995; the same year that the Taliban came to power. Precau-

tions were necessary.  For security, she instructed her students to vary their routes to school 

and even changed the schoolhouse location periodically. Today, AIL trains 350,000 women and 

children in leadership, literacy, health, and marketable skills every year, while simultaneously 

teaching them how to negotiate constructive relationships with men in a patriarchal society.  At 

its core, her vision mixes faith with the transformative power of education, believing that religious 

knowledge leads to greater equality in society. 

“under the taliban, i knew i could be trapped, kidnapped, and killed. but i counted it a 
privilege to help my people forge a new afghanistan.”   -sakeena Yacoobi
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case stUdY #�: 
taliBan attack 
refUgee camP

critical 
thinking 

Questions

Quoted from “taliban attack refugee camp” available online at 
http://www.afghanistannewscenter.com/news/2001/january/jan30a2001.html

1.  Use the worksheet in handoUt 4.5 to document the human rights abuses you recognize 
  in this case study.
�.  the article says that the taliban fighters “attacked a refugee camp…” but that there 
  were “no casualties.” was the attack an attack on human rights? why?
�.  the article also says that tajikistan “refuses to allow the afghan refugees to enter its 
  territory.” what do you think the “security reasons” are for this? do you think that these  
  reasons are valid? why?
4.  given that tajikistan is one of the poorest former soviet republics, and quite possibly 
  cannot provide adequately for its current citizens, does it still have a responsibility to 
  open its borders to afghan refugees? why? why not?
5.  in a situation where tajikistan may be economically poor but russia may be 
  economically better off, does the more developed country have a responsibility to aid? 
  why? why not?
6.  what can more developed countries do to aid less fortunate countries in their 
  dilemmas? 
7.  if you were the leader of tajikistan, knowing that you are also a citizen of the world, 
  how would you respond in a socially conscious way to those afghan refugees on the 
  border of your country?
8.  if you choose to refuse the refugees entry into your country, what human rights of the 
  refugees might you violate?
9.  if you choose to allow them into your country, what human rights of others might 
  you hinder, if any? in a case like this, whose rights are competing against whose?
10. the article also states that “several hundred of the afghan refugees are ill with 
  diseases…” whose responsibility is it to tend to the sick? 
11. does the responsibility to help these people lie within us as individuals? within 
  global organizations? within governments? explain/Justify your answers.

DUSHANBE, Jan 29, 2001: Taliban fighters in northern Afghanistan attacked a refugee camp 

close to the border with Tajikistan but caused no casualties, Russian troops guarding the frontier 

said on Monday. 

Around 13,000 Afghans are living in refugee camps near the Tajik border, according to 

the Afghan government in exile in Dushanbe. 

Russian border guards said a group of Taliban fighters drove up to the camp near the river Piandj 

on Sunday and opened fire without apparently hitting any of the refugees.                                     

Under the terms of an agreement between Moscow and Dushanbe, some 11,000 Russian troops 

are patrolling the border between the two countries. Tajikistan, the poorest of the former Soviet 

republics, has invoked security reasons for refusing to allow the Afghan refugees to enter its territory. 

Several hundred of the Afghan refugees are ill with diseases, such as malaria, tuberculosis and 

typhoid, according to the office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). Despite the 

extreme conditions they are housed in reed huts, sleeping on the ground without blankets and 

lacking in drinking water.
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case stUdY #4: 
PlaYgroUnds 

for Peace

critical 
thinking 

Questions

adapted and Quoted from: “Playgrounds for Peace: 
places to play in afghanistan mean more than just slides and swings” by alan J. case

available onlilne at: http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m1145/is_4_40/ai_n13759902/pg_2

Afghan children were the main victims of the armed conflict in their country. Hundreds of thousands 
of them have been killed, disabled, orphaned and deprived of their basic right of education and 
schooling. Landmines continue to threaten the lives of women and children on a daily basis. The latest 
estimates [2005] indicate that between 150 and 300 people are killed or injured by landmines every 
month in Afghanistan, many of them children.

America’s Fund for Afghan Children (AFAC) [creates] playgrounds to provide a safe place for more than 
120,000 children to play without the fear of stepping on landmines. The playgrounds provide safe 
areas for play, because many times the home environment is dangerous. Builders of the playgrounds 
also wanted to expand the social network for both children and mothers/care-givers, so they built 
playgrounds near laundry facilities. Additional playgrounds for children 7 to 12 years old were intended 
to allow the kids to interact in a fun, social atmosphere; to share ideas and experiences; to socialize 
with different genders and tribes; and give a sense of hope and the ability to think about the future 
with a positive outlook.

We observed that play space, including playgrounds, in Afghanistan is very limited. What has not been 
destroyed by war has not been maintained. In fact, the Taliban used the major soccer stadium in Kabul 
for weekly executions. There are very few parks, gardens, sports fields, or safe open spaces in Kabul or 
other major cities, and none at all in the rural areas of the country. 

Most schools do not even have playgrounds. Open space next to the school buildings or tents may 
have volleyball nets. Soccer, which is a favorite sport among the Afghanis, would be played on the exist-
ing dirt and uses large rocks for goal posts. Children’s play structures, when available, include swings 
and perhaps a slide. Just clearing land mines from play space is a major accomplishment.

1. did you come across any human rights issues in this article? if so, use the worksheet 
 in handoUt 4.5 to document them.
�. is play or leisure a part of your daily routine? how important is play or leisure in your life? 
�. if you had to list 5 freedoms that you enjoyed that have a huge influence on your 
 happiness either now or when you were younger, what would those 5 freedoms be? 
 is having the right to play one of them?
4. the article mentions that children who went out of their homes to play were often killed 
 or disabled from landmine explosions. if there is no safe environment for children to play, 
 is that a human rights violation? why? how?
5. whose responsibility is it to ensure that each child has a safe environment in which 
 to play?
6. why do you think that america’s fund for afghan children took the responsibility of 
 creating safe spaces for children to play? 
7. People like yourselves have the power to take responsibility for a variety of global issues 
 in your own way. all individuals can do a number of things to create social change. we can 
 do anything from raising awareness about an issue to writing letters and petitions to 
 organizing campaigns in our schools and much more. our voices reach very far. if you 
 were inspired by the plight of afghan children, take responsibility to help them in your own 
 way. spend the next few minutes with your group and write down 5 things that you can do 
 to make a difference.
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Which human rights does your case study violate?

right to eQUalitY

freedom from discrimination

right to life, liBertY, Personal secUritY

freedom from slaVerY

freedom from tortUre and degrading treatment

right to recognition as a Person Before the law

right to eQUalitY Before the law

right to remedY BY comPetent triBUnal

freedom from arBitrarY arrest and exile

right to fair PUBlic hearing

right to Be considered innocent Until ProVen gUiltY

freedom from interference with PriVacY, familY, 
home and corresPondence

right to free moVement in and oUt of the coUntrY

right to asYlUm in other coUntries from PersecUtion

right to a nationalitY and freedom to change nationalitY

right to marriage and familY

right to own ProPertY

freedom of Belief and religion

freedom of oPinion and information

right of PeacefUl assemBlY and association

right to ParticiPate in goVernment and free elections

right to social secUritY

right to desiraBle work and Join trade Unions

right to rest and leisUre

right to adeQUate liVing standard

right to edUcation

right to ParticiPate in the cUltUral life of the commUnitY

right to a social order that articUlates this docUment

commUnitY dUties essential to free and fUll deVeloPment

freedom from state or Personal interference in the aBoVe rights

UDhR ARtIClES
pUt A ChECK mARK nEXt to thE ARtIClES 

oF thE UDhR thAt YoUR CASE StUDY VIolAtES
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Questions

time

overvieW

objectives

preparation
and materials

activity one
(30 minutes)

procedure

critical 
thinking 
activity2 

what happens to refugees and internally displaced people?

one 90 minute class or two 45 minute classes

one of the main outcomes from any war or conflict is the high number of refugees and 
internally displaced peoples, most of whom are women and children. according to the 
United nations refugee agency, the majority of the world’s refugees are from afghani-
stan. as of the end of �006, there were �.1 million refugees from that country in 71 
different asylum countries, or �1 per cent of the global refugee population. in addition 
there are approximately 1�0,000 internally displaced peoples.  this lesson is designed 
to have students explore the difference between refugees and internally displaced 
peoples and to gain an understanding of the resettlement process. it is important to 
note that resettlement is not a viable option for most refugees. 1

stUdents will Be aBle to:
 • demonstrate an understanding of the terms refugee, internally displaced 
  person (idP) and  resettlement
 • explore the human rights issues affecting refugees and idPs as well as 
  the struggles associated with resettlement

handoUt 5.1 – refugees and idPs – definitions
handoUt 5.� – resettlement
handoUt 5.�a, 5.�B – resettlement cases
***all handoUts can Be foUnd in aPPendix fiVe at the end of this lesson***

who are refUgees and idPs? 
 1. spend a couple of minutes asking students what their definitions are for 
  “refugee” and “internally displaced person”. allow them to write down 
  their answers
 �. now ask students to list 5 reasons how they think people become refugees or idPs
 �. distribute handoUt 5.1
 4. allow students a few minutes to read handoUt 5.1 and then follow with 
  the critical thinking activity and questions below

 1. ask students to imagine that a violent conflict has suddenly erupted near their 
  own home and that they have � minutes to gather a few important items 
  before escaping on foot. remind students that they can only take what they 
  can carry in a small backpack or bag. give students no more than � minutes 
  to create a list of the items they would take with them. the following 
  description can be used to frame this activity:

In the early morning you are jolted awake by the sound of gunfire. At first 
you think that you are dreaming, but then you realize the sound of gunfire is 
getting louder, closer. From your window you can see your neighbors running 
by, struck with fear. Suddenly you realize it is not a dream, war has broken out 
in your country and danger is near. You have no choice but to flee on foot and 

lesson 5:

1 Quoted from the Unhcr, available online at:
http://www.reliefweb.int/rw/lib.nsf/db900sid/ammf-74bhb4/$file/unhcr-refugees-jun2007.pdf?openelement
2 this activity was previously published by amnesty international
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critical 
thinking 
activity 

(continued)

critical
thinking

Questions

you are unsure if you will ever return. You have three minutes to gather what 
you can carry in a small backpack or bag, what do you bring? 

***note: if PossiBle, it maY Be Beneficial to make the sitUation more realistic BY 
setting UP distractions while stUdents are Brainstorming. teachers maY want to 
consider creating a noisY enVironment, tUrning off the lights, etc***

 �. students should be separated into small groups to discuss the items on their 
  lists with their classmates. as a class, ask volunteers to share their lists and 
  engage in a larger discussion. 

general QUestions
 1.  how do your initial definitions of refugees and idPs compare to the official 
   definitions found in handoUt 5.1?
 �.  what was on your list of “5 reasons why people become refugees or idPs”? 
   how do your reasons compare to the reasons listed on handoUt 5.1? 
   what did you learn from handoUt 5.1 that you did not previously know?
 �.  why do refugees and idPs have special rights?
 4.  what does it mean to leave your home?
 5.  during the activity, what did you choose to bring with you and why?
 6.  which item on your list do you think was the most important? why?
 7.  would you really be able to survive with the items that you chose?
 8.  You just reached the border of a neighboring country where you will be able to 
   find safety, but a guard has demanded you show identification before being 
   allowed to cross the border. how many of you included a form of identification 
   on your list?
 9.  what happens if you don’t have identification?
 10. did you find it difficult to compile a list of important items in just � minutes? 
   why?
 11. how do you think you would feel if you were really forced to leave 
   your own home?
 1�. what are some of the pros and cons of fleeing?
 1�. what happens to your human rights when you flee? do they come with you? 
   how?
 14. what happens to your culture when you flee? does it come with you?
 15. try to remember the scene in The Kite Runner where Baba and amir had just 
   gotten to the russian army checkpoint. karim translates what the russian 
   soldier wants. karim says to Baba “he wants a half hour with the lady in the 
   back of the truck.” the young wife pulls the shawl down over her face and 
   beings to cry. karim cannot look the husband in the eye, and he tells the rest 
   of them that this is the russian soldier’s price for letting them pass the 
   checkpoint. Baba stands up and looks directly at the russian. he says 
   “i  want you to ask this man something. ask him where his shame is.” 
   the russian responds, “this is war, there is no shame in war.” does war 
   negate human rights and human decency? why or why not?

lesson 5:
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 16. Baba continues to karim to translate his message to the russian man, “war 
   does not negate decency…tell him i’ll take a thousand of his bullets before 
   i let this indecency take place. tell him he’d better kill me good with that first 
   shot. Because if i don’t go down, i’m tearing him to pieces…” the soldier lets 
   them go. what does this tell you?
 17. many often have the misconception that when refugees and idPs leave their 
   home country that they would do anything to ensure asylum elsewhere, how
   ever Baba’s fervent retaliation against the russian soldier teaches us that 
   when you flee a country your decency, integrity and dignity most certainly travel 
   with you. how does this change any previous thoughts you may have had 
   about refugees and idPs?
 18. there may be refugees from many different countries in our own communities 
   and schools. what is our personal responsibility to refugees in our own 
   communities? what should we ensure about their human rights?

what is resettlement?
 1.  have students brainstorm the meaning of resettlement
 �.  have students write down 5 positive aspects they can associate with the idea 
   of resettlement as well as 5 negatives
 �.  distribute handoUt 5.� to students. allow students 5-7 minutes to review 
   the sheet
 4.  now follow with the critical thinking questions below

1.  what do you think are some of the potential positives associated with 
  resettlement? (example, possible better access to health, opportunity to 
  learn english, etc)
�.  what do you think are some of the potential negatives associated with 
  resettlement? (example waiting in limbo before being resettled, 
  separation from families.)
�.  what steps do you think a refugee has to go through before having the 
  opportunity to be resettled? can a refugee be resettled immediately 
  after fleeing?
4.  Between fleeing and resettlement, where do you think refugees go? 
  where do they live? write a short paragraph in which you map a 
  potential journey or scenario of someone who flees a place of conflict. 
  Be sure to include what could possibly happen to them as an idP and 
  continue mapping up to the point when they actually become a refugee 
  and then further on until they are resettled.
5.  do you think that all refugees live in camps?  where else might they live?
6.  what do you imagine the conditions of refugee camps to be? what kind 
  of human rights issues might you find in a refugee camp?
7.  Based on what you saw in The Kite Runner, how did Baba and amir’s 
  economic status changed when they became refugees? 
8.  despite what Baba and amir had lost, do you feel as though they were 
  able to hold on to their dignity and integrity? how important is this?

critical
thinking

Questions 
(continued)

activity tWo
(20-25 minutes)

procedure

critical
thinking

Questions 

lesson 5:
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critical
thinking

Questions
(continued)

additional
research
Questions

activity three
(30-45 minutes)

procedure

lesson 5

9.  does a person lose his/her self-worth if his economic status 
  decreases? consider a refugee who was previously a doctor in his home 
  country but who is not certified to practice medicine in the country in 
  which he has been resettled. instead, he works as a taxi driver. 
  should this negate his/her human rights?
10. eleanor roosevelt said that “human rights start in small spaces”- 
  how can we apply her famous quote to the question above?
11. what is our responsibility to the people around us?

as an extension activity to these questions, consider offering students bonus points 
if they go home and research the answers to the following questions:
 1.  what is a refugee camp? who runs them?
 �.   how long do you think refugees have to stay in a refugee camp before 
   getting the option of resettlement? (consider doing research on the camps 
   in Peshawar, khost and torba-e-Jam)
 �.  what are some of the positives and negatives that you may find in camps?   
   (consider doing research on the camps in Peshawar, khost and torba-e-Jam)
 4.  find a personal voice case study of any refugee or idP from any country who 
   has been resettled and present to your class about the refugee’s personal 
   story in order to raise awareness about the plight of refugees and idPs. talk 
   specifically about which of his/her human rights were upheld as a refugee/idP 
   and which were denied

students should consider using the following websites for their research:
• afghanistan relief organization: http://www.afghanrelief.com/
• amnesty international: http://www.amnesty.org
• the international rescue committee: http://www.theIRC.org
• human rights watch: http://www.hrw.org
• revolutionary association of the women of afghanistan: http://www.rawa.org

Understanding what it means to Be resettled
 1.  divide students into � groups
 �.  distribute handoUts 5.�a to one group and 5.�B to the next group
 �.  give students about 5-10 minutes to review the case study and to think 
   through answers to the questions on each case study handout
 4.  each group must make a list of 10 lessons learned about resettlement 
   throughout this lesson and through these case studies
 5.  have students present the case study to the rest of the class specifically 
   pointing out the human rights issues associated with the case study
 6.  have students share their list of “lessons learned” with the rest of the class

comPleted
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who is a refUgee? 
• a refugee is an individual who resides outside of her country of origin is 
 often exposed to serious human rights abuses because of who she is or what 
 she believes
• refugees seek refuge for a number of different reasons: economic issues, 
 political issues or social distress including war, famine or civil strife
• he/she cannot or will not return to her country of origin because her government  
 cannot or will not protect him/her
• refugees are entitled to the same universal human rights as everyone else 
• certain rights of refugees are specifically protected because of their status as  
 refugees. these rights include: protection against discrimination; freedom of   
 religion; identity and travel documents; work rights; housing, education and relief;  
 protection against penalties for illegal entry; freedom of movement
• refugees also have the right to a stable solution, which may be local integration 
 in her country of asylum, resettlement options in another country or voluntarily  
 returning to her country of origin.

who is an internallY disPlaced Person?
• an internally displaced person is an individual who has been forced to flee one 
 part of a country to another due to problems like war, ethnic cleansing, religious 
 persecution, or natural disasters.
• the main difference between an idP and a refugee is that a refugee has crossed 
 an international border. 
• in some cases, an idP may ask for refugee status in another country when they 
 cannot find safety within their own country.
• like refugees, idPs are entitled to the same universal human rights as 
 everyone else.
• the Un has developed “guiding Principles on internal displacement,” to make it 
 clear that idPs have rights. however, this document is not legally binding.

conVentions and Protocols:
• 1948: Universal declaration of human rights: states that “everyone has the 
 right to a nationality.” article 15
• 1950: office of the United nations high commissioner for refugees: its primary  
 function is “… to safeguard the rights and well-being of refugees…to ensure that 
 everyone can exercise the right to seek asylum and find safe refuge in another 
 state, with the option to return home voluntarily, integrate locally or to resettle in a 
 third country.”
• 1951: convention relating to the status of refugees: lays out the rights of 
 refugees particularly attaining, but not limited to those persons displaced by 
 world war ii. the key point of this convention states that refugees are to be 
 treated as equals to the citizens of the country providing asylum in all manners, 
 including basic civil liberties as well as access to housing, education, rationing, 
 public relief, labor legislation and social security among other things.
• 1967: Protocol relating to the status of refugees: recognizes refugee situations  

Who are 
refugees and 

internally 
displaced 
persons?

handout 5.1
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Who are 
refugees and 

internally 
displaced 
persons?

fact #1

fact #2

fact #3

fact #4

fact #5

 not covered in the convention, and extends all rights previously outlined to 
 all refugees.

oPtions for refUgees: 
• repatriation – some refugees prefer to return to their country of origin. this can 
 only happen after conditions in their homeland stabilize, which can take years.
• nationalization – in some areas, refugees have the option of remaining in the
 country they sought refuge in, countries that often border their homeland. however, 
 very often, these countries of refuge do not offer legal status to refugees, which 
 makes it impossible for them to integrate into the new society. 
• resettlement – many developed countries, including the United states have 
 programs through which refugees can resettle, become citizens of that country and 
 gain support in rebuilding their lives.

Currently there are an estimated 10.6 million refugees throughout the world, approxi-
mately 0.17% of the world’s population.  

the numbers of internally displaced persons are currently estimated to be around 
25.8 million, accounting for 0.4% of the world’s population.

Afghanistan is the leading country of origin of refugees. 

As of the end of 2006, there were 2.1 million refugees from that country in 71 
different asylum countries, or 21 per cent of the global refugee population. 

there are approximately 130,000 internally displaced peoples within 
Afghanistan itself.

*the numbers on this fact sheet are Unhcr estimates as of december �006 and do not include Palestinian refugees or idPs
*the rest of the information on this fact sheet was sourced from amnesty international and was compiled by sheena loughlin 
and clare garvie

handout 5.1 cont.
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resettlement 

U.s.
resettlement

Program

“resettlement is a process involving the organized movement of selected refugees 
from their country of first asylum to a third country for permanent settlement and 
integration. it is a specialized protection process for recognized refugees.” 
      – United nations high commissioner for refugees (Unhcr)
• according to the Unhcr, resettlement fulfils three functions:
 o it provides protection for refugees whose safety is at immediate risk;
 o it provides a more permanent option for refugees to rebuild their lives in a third   
 country when the potential for successful voluntary return to their own country or 
  integration in their current country of asylum is otherwise unlikely 
 o it is a means for states to share responsibility for the world’s refugees
• refugees do not have a right to resettlement, and states are not obliged to offer it. 
 for those states that do participate in resettlement programs, the process requires 
 flexibility and co-operation with Unhcr, ngos, and other states.
• resettlement is a process with two distinct phases: overseas processing and 
 third country integration. this process – beginning with refugee status determination 
 overseas and concluding with the attainment of self-sufficiency in a country of 
 resettlement – can take several years. however, a refugee’s functional, social, and 
 psychological adjustment from a forced migration experience may last a lifetime.

• immediately following world war ii, the United states admitted �50,000 european   
refugees into the country.
• in 1948, the Us congress passed the displaced Persons act, which provided for 
 another 400,000 refugees from europe.
• throughout the 1960’s, various laws were passed enabling people fleeing 
 communist regimes into the country. most of these refugees came from Yugoslavia, 
 hungary, Poland, korea, china and later, when fidel castro came to power, from 
 cuba as well.
• in 1975, after the fall of Vietnam, the indochinese task force was temporarily set 
 up to resettle hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese refugees.
• the passage of the refugee act of 1980 brought permanent legislation and 
 funding for the office of refugee resettlement. since 1980, the Us has resettled   
 approximately �.4 million refugees.
• Upon arrival, refugees are met at airports and given housing, food, clothing, medical 
 and social services for the first �0 days. they are then referenced to other 
 organizations and governmental departments that will provide assistance in the 
 long-term. this may include cash assistance, employment training, and health 
 benefits, among other things. self-sufficiency is the ultimate goal. all refugees 
 are entitled to the same rights as other citizens of the United states, can apply 
 for resident alien status after one year, and have the option of applying for 
 naturalization after a five year period. through the repatriation Program, refugees 
 can apply for assistance in returning to their country of origin.

directly quoted from the Unhcr, available online at:
http://www.reliefweb.int/rw/lib.nsf/db900sid/ammf-74bhb4/$file/unhcr-refugees-jun2007.pdf?openelement

adapted by clare garvie from http://www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/orr/programs/overviewrp.htm

handout 5.2
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according to the latest data (december �006) from the Unhcr, the following are 
the numbers of afghans that have been resettled into other countries:

country of resettlement # of afghans

australia 7,908

canada 14,419

denmark 6,�06

germany �1,879

india 9,47�

islamic republic of iran 914,�60

netherlands �1,�57

Pakistan 1,04�,984

United kingdom ��,069

United states 1�,�4�

handout 5.2 cont.
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The Soviet departure created a power vacuum, which various warlords sought to fill. The fighting 
in the capital intensified in the early 1990s, and the neighborhood where Reshad, Najia and their 
young daughter Saha lived was caught in the crosshairs. For three months the young family lived in 
their basement, struggling to survive without electricity or water. The Khaterzais were able to secure 
an apartment in a safer section of town. But the fighting soon followed. An all-out civil war com-
menced on New Year’s Day 1994. A week later, a rocket smashed into the Khaterzais’ apartment 
building, leveling the upper floors. Living on the ground floor, the family was spared. The fighting 
raged outside their front door, and anyone foolish enough to venture outdoors was gunned down. 
“We decided in five minutes to leave Kabul,” Reshad said.

The trek through abandoned city streets, and over snow-covered peaks, was treacherous, especially 
because Najia was seven months pregnant, but the family was able to hitch-hike a ride to Pakistan. 
After a harrowing journey across the border into neighboring Pakistan, the couple and their young 
child settled in Islamabad. There Reshad’s sister had founded a co-ed school for displaced Afghans, 
who were barred from attending local public schools. The school was brimming with students, and 
Reshad, a civil engineer back home, taught mathematics, while Najia, a lawyer, was a science and 
childhood development instructor. But at a time when the Taliban was coalescing in the ungoverned 
frontier of Pakistan’s western border and beginning to conquer a wide swath of Afghanistan, 
the co-ed school drew the attention of local religious zealots intent on shuttering an institution 
providing education to girls. To appease the agitators, the director of the school, Reshad’s brother, 
separated the boys and girls into different classrooms, hoping it would end the attacks. But to no 
avail. One night a classroom was set on fire. “We had a hard time and every day there was fighting,” 
Najia said. “But no one can stop our school or the education of Afghan refugees. We didn’t want 
the Afghan people, especially women, to be left in the dark.” The violence only increased. A religious 
militant assassinated Reshad’s brother with a bullet to the chest. For the couple it was the break-
ing point. Because the police were either helpless or unwilling to stop the violence, the Khaterzais 
decided it was no longer safe to remain in Pakistan. For 2 1/2 years the family lived in limbo in 
Pakistan, waiting for a country to accept them as refugees. [Finally] they appealed to the U.N. High 
Commission for Refugees to find the family refuge in a Western country.

The State Department gave responsibility for the Khaterzais to the International Rescue Commit-
tee (the IRC), which has an office in Charlottesville and had earlier resettled Reshad’s sisters and 
mother here. The IRC found the family an apartment and helped the mother and father secure 
jobs. Najia works at a child care center, while Reshad is a lab technician studying concrete and soil. 
The family faced the typical immigrant obstacles: a limited knowledge of English, a foreign culture 
and a confusing society. In many ways the Khaterzais have had the classic immigrant experience, 
focusing on their children’s education - the older two daughters are on scholarship at St. Anne’s-
Belfield and the youngest is enrolled in public school - and saving money to purchase a home. The 
transition was made smoother by having relatives in the area. After living in America for four years 
and eight months, the parents became eligible to apply for citizenship, which was granted a month 
ago. Today [July 4th, 2007] is the day they become American citizens.

To a family that has been outsiders for so long, citizenship embodies acceptance. As refugees in 
Pakistan the family was deprived of basic rights and services. They were looked down upon by the 
local population and driven out of the country by the threat of further violence. “We now have the 
same rights as all Americans have,” said Reshad, 40, a shy smile creeping across his face. “We 

have a passport. We can vote. “Every refugee that lives here wishes one day to become a citizen.”

handout 5.3a

rashed and najia khaterzais were resettled by the international rescue committee (the irc) in 
september of �001. their story has been adapted and quoted directly from “Flight from Taliban to End 
in Citizenship” by seth rosen and is available online at
http://www.dailyprogress.com/servlet/satellite?pagename=cdp%2fmgarticle%2fcdp_basic
article&c=mgarticle&cid=1173351885047&path=!news
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1. what are some of the human rights abuses that rashed, najia and their family 
 have had to encounter?
�. how long did it take rashed and najia to find a stable living situation after they fled?
�. what do you think is the role of organizations like the irc in resettling people like 
 rashed and najia?
4. list 5-10 obstacles you think such organizations may encounter in their mission to 
 provide resettlement services to refugees.
5. why is it so important for afghan refugees to continue their education despite the 
 obstacles along their way?
6. why is it particularly important for afghan women to receive an education?
7. how can you help to educate your peers in your community?
8. how can you help to educate your peers abroad? for example, in many countries 
 students must have uniforms, books and other materials that they may not be able to 
 get due to war and conflict or that they may not be able to afford. how can you help 
 this situation?
9. how did education act as a foundation for social and personal change for rashed 
 and najia?

handout 5.3a cont.

3 the critical thinking questions for this case study were written by samantha lee
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the above case study is a firsthand account of khushal arsala’s life. the case study was obtained by 
the international rescue committee. amnesty international thanks both khushal arsala as well as the 

international rescue committee for allowing us to use this story for the purposes of this curriculum.

1. compare and contrast khushal’s position in society in afghanistan to his position in 
 society in the Us.
�. how did becoming a refugee change khushal’s life?
�. what challenges does khushal face in america?
4. a common struggle associated with refugees and resettlement is that many go from 
 having a highly influential role or job in their home country to jobs in the service 
 industry in order to make ends meet in the country of resettlement. do you think that 
 khushal’s taxi cab passengers have any idea of the position he held in afghanistan?
5. how do you interact with taxi or bus drivers in your own communities? if you knew 
 their life stories, do you think it would change the way you interact with them? how 
 and why?
6. should the knowledge of someone’s past shape the way you interact with them? why?
7. as students learning about human rights, what is our responsibility to refugees in our 
 communities? to people in general in our communities? 

Khushal [Arsala] is a member of an extended, very prominent and well-respected Afghan family.  As far 
back as the mid-nineteenth century the family contained governors, diplomats, parliamentarians and min-
isters as well as other professionals. The Arsala family retains its prominence even today with governors 
of two Afghan provinces. Most recently [Khushal’s] mother ran for a seat in the Afghan Parliament.  [As] a 
member of a privileged family, Khushal also inherited a strong sense of duty.  [He] was sent to study at the 
finest secular schools where he excelled.  He was trained in diplomacy and at age 24 was posted to the 
Afghan Embassy in London, UK where he worked as the Second Secretary.  

During [the years of war and conflict in Afghanistan, [Khushal’s] family lost 23 members to murders and 
assassinations perpetrated by Soviets, Afghan communists and most recently in 2001 and 2002, his two 
uncles were captured, tortured and ultimately assassinated by the Taliban. 

In 1994 Khushal came to the US with his wife and 2 children, where he applied for and was granted 
political asylum. Starting over in the US was not easy. Although he spoke English well, his formal education 
had been interrupted by marriage at a young age – just 19, family duties, and his commitment to working 
for his country. Khushal’s […] first job [was] placing price tags on items in a local liquor store in Oakland, 
California.  [This was followed by] a series of driving jobs [and security jobs]. He had a two year respite 
from driving [when he was given the opportunity to act as a] case manager at the International Rescue 
Committee (the IRC) office in San Francisco helping newly arriving refugees [to] get established and 
acclimated to their new environment.

Last year at age 36 Khushal finally started college. Thus far he has completed 52 units at Chabot 
Community College in Hayward and has an eye on completing his BA in Political Science either at Stanford 
or San Francisco State University. He is driving a taxi again because it allows him to support the family, 
which will grow in 2008 with the addition of his third child, and [because] it creates time for him to attend 
to his studies.  Khushal continues to support his countrymen with projects like helping to found two co-ed 
schools in Afghanistan named after his father and uncle, both of whom were assassinated. He is also ac-
tive with the IRC in the San Francisco Bay Area. [He frequently visits] local schools to help students better 
understand what happened in his country and [provides them with] insight on the local Afghan community.  
His ultimate goal is to attain his BA and then work for the US Government. 

  4 the critical thinking questions for this case study were written by samantha lee and diana ryan

handout 5.3B
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for further reading on the issues outlined in this curriculum or on afghanistan itself, 
the Afghanistan Relief Organization recommends:

A Key to the Hearts.  laura simms.  chocolate sauce, inc. �00�.  grades � – 6
 a collection of afghan folk tales.  illustrated by children of afghanistan 
 and america.

Caravan. lawrence mckay. new York: lee and low, 1995. grades 1-4
 a ten-year-old boy accompanies his father for the first time on a caravan trip 
 through the mountains of afghanistan to the city below to trade their goods 
 at market.

The Lion Who Saw Himself in the Water. idries shah. Boston: hoopoe Books, 199�.  
 grades k-�.  as he gapes and growls at his ferocious reflection in a pool of water 
 as shiny as a mirror, a terrified lion grows desperately thirsty. (afghan folktale)

The Man and the Fox. idries shah. Boston: hoopoe Books, �006. grades k-�.
 mallam’s rich full-color illustrations in a folk style evoke an unfamiliar culture, 
 while the clever fox reminds readers of characters in familiar fables.

The Man with Bad Manners. Boston: hoopoe Books, �00�. grades Preschool-�
 a clever boy and other villagers devise a plan to improve the manners of one 
 of their neighbors. (afghan folktale)

The Old Woman and the Eagle. idries shah. Boston: hoopoe Books, �00�. grades k-�. 
 a sufi teaching tale from afghanistan about an old woman who insists that 
 an eagle must really be a pigeon.

The Roses in My Carpets. rukhsana khan. new York: holiday house, 1998. grades �-�
 this realistic story follows a day in the life of a young afghan refugee who takes 
 solace in the beautiful carpets he weaves.

Ruler of the Courtyard. rukhsana khan. new York: Viking, �00�. grades k-�
 after confronting what she believes to be a snake in the bath house, saba finds  
 the courage to overcome her fear of the chickens in the courtyard. Based on 
 a folktale from afghanistan.

Tales Told in Tents: Stories from Central Asia. sally pomme clayton. london: frances  
 lincoln, �005. grades �-4.  in 1� traditional stories from the nomadic cultures 
 of central asia, folklorist clayton retells myth and folklore she heard in 
 kazakhstan, afghanistan, and elsewhere.

The Breadwinner. deborah ellis. toronto: groundwood Books, �001.grades 5-8
 Because the taliban rulers of kabul, afghanistan, impose strict limitations on  
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 women’s freedom and behavior, eleven-year-old Parvana must disguise herself as  
 a boy so that her family can survive after her father’s arrest.

Camel Bells, janne carlsson. toronto: groundwood Books, �00�. ages 9-1�
 in the late 1970s, hajdar leaves his village in the countryside of afghanistan for 
 the excitement of the capital city kabul, but he and his family are swept up in the 
 turmoil when the soviet Union invades his country.

Come Back to Afghanistan: A California Teenager’s Story. said hyder akbar 
 & susan burton. new York: Bloomsbury. �005. grades 8+ 
 akbar’s refreshingly unsentimental reminiscences of visiting his father’s 
 homeland as a teen make for an intriguing portrait of afghanistan at a time 
 of significant transition.

Haveli. suzanne fisher staples. new York: knopf, 199�. ages 1�+
 having relented to the ways of her people in Pakistan and married the rich older 
 man to whom she was pledged against her will, shabanu is now the victim of his 
 family’s blood feud and the malice of his other wives. sequel to “shabanu, 
 daughter of the wind.”

Mud City. deborah ellis. toronto: groundwood Books, �004. grades 4-7. 
 in the third book in the Breadwinner trilogy, orphan afghan refugee shauzia 
 leaves the rough Pakistan border camp and joins other homeless children on the 
 streets of the city of Peshawar.

My Forbidden Face: Growing Up Under the Taliban. latifa. new York: hyperion, �001.  
 high school.  Before the taliban takeover, latifa’s life revolved around school, 
 friends, parties, and movies. suddenly, she was confined to her apartment, 
 unable to venture out uncovered by the hated burka.

Parvana’s Journey. deborah ellis. toronto: groundwood Books, �00�. grades 7-10. 
 thirteen year-old Parvana and other afghan children search the countryside for 
 missing parents. sequel to the Breadwinner.

Refugees. catherine stine. new York: delacorte, �005. grades 9-1�
 following the september 11, �001, terrorist attacks, dawn, a sixteen-year-old 
 runaway from san francisco, connects by phone and email with Johar, a gentle, 
 fifteen-year-old afghan who assists dawn’s foster mother, a doctor, at a red 
 cross refugee camp in Peshawar.

Under the Persimmon Tree. suzanne fisher staples. new York: farrar, straus and 
 giroux, �005. ages 1�+.  during the �001 afghan war, the lives of najmal, a 
 young refugee from kunduz, afghanistan, and nusrat, an american-muslim 
 teacher who is awaiting her husband’s return from mazar-i-sharif, intersect at a 
 school in Peshawar, Pakistan.

reading for
children

(continued)
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angeles gallego, maria.  bleaney, heather.  contributor, vogelsang, Willem 
(�006). Brill, isBn 900407741� Afghanistan, A Bibliography.  
 thematically indexed bibliography devoted to afghanistan’s current and past, 
 which helps readers find their way through the volumes of secondary literature 
 available. the bibliography indexes journal articles and book publications. 

auboyer, jeannine (1968). The Art of Afghanistan. feltham, middlesex, great Britain:  
 hamlyn Publishing group 

rowland, benjamin, jr. (1976). Ancient Art from Afghanistan: treasures of the 
 kabul museum. nY:arno Press/ayer company Publishers

akbar, said hyder.  burton, susan.  (�005). Come Back to Afghanistan – Trying to 
 Rebuild a Country with My Father, My Brother, My One-Eyed Uncle, Bearded 
 Tribesmen, and President Karzai.  Bloomsbury.

goodson, larry p. (�001). Afghanistan’s Endless War: State Failure, Regional Politics,  
 and the Rise of the Taliban. seattle: University of washington Press

rashid, ahmed (�000). Taliban: Militant Islam, Oil and Fundamentalism in Central Asia.  
 new haven, cn: Yale University Press Press 

shah, saira (�00�).  The Storyteller’s Daughter.  harpercollins Publishers

ansary, tamim (�00�). West of Kabul, East of New York. nY: farrar, straus & giroux

ewans, martin (�00�). Afghanistan: A Short History of its People and Politics. 
 nY: harpercollins 

gladstone, cary (ed.) (�001). Afghanistan: History, Issues, Bibliography. huntington, 
nY: novinka Books/nova science Publishers

hanifi, mohammed jamil (198�). annotated Bibliography of Afghanistan. 
 (4th ed., rev.). new haven, cn: hraf Press

hosseini, khaled (�00�).  the kite runner.  riverhead Books.

mousavi, sayed askar (1997). the hazaras of afghanistan: an historical, cultural, 
 economic and Political study. nY: st. martin’s Press

olesen, asta (1994). afghan craftsmen. copenhagen: rhodos
 
pedersen, gorm (1994). afghan nomads in transition. copenhagen: rhodos.

saberi, helen (�000). afghan food and cookery: noshe djan. nY: hippocrene Books
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Worth
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shah, sirdar ikbal ali (198�). Afghanistan of the Afghans. london: octagon Press

chaffetz, david (1981). A Journey Through Afghanistan: A Memorial. chicago: regnery gateway

cresson, os (�00�). We Felt Their Kindliness: An American Family’s Afghan Odyssey (1949-1951).  
 haddonfield nJ: emerald Pademelon Press 

klass, rosanne (1964). Land of the High Flags: A Travel-Memoir of Afghanistan. 
 nY: random house

girardet, edward & jonathan Walter (1998). Afghanistan (Essential Field Guides to Humanitarian 
 and Conflict Zones). geneva: international center for humanitarian reporting

newby, eric (1958, 1998). A Short Walk in the Hindu Kush. footscray, australia: lonely Planet

stark, freya (1970). The Minaret of Djam: An Excusion in Afghanistan. london: John murray

stewart, rory (�006).  The Places In Between.  harvest/harcourt 

toynbee, arnold j. (1961). Between Oxus and Jumna. nY: oxford University Press 

doubleday, veronica (1988). Three Women of Herat. austin, tx: University of texas Press

grima, benedicte (199�). Performance of Emotion Among Paxtun Women (Modern Middle East, 
No. 17) austin: University of texas Press 

hosseini, khaled (�007).  A Thousand Splendid Suns.  riverhead Books.

latifa, with shekeba hachemi (�00�). My Forbidden Face, Growing Up Under the Taliban: 
A Young Woman’s Story. nY: talk miramax Books/hyperion 

zoya, with john follain & rita cristofari (�00�). Zoya’s Story: An Afghan Woman’s Struggle 
for Freedom. nY: william morrow 

afghanistan relief organization: http://www.afghanrelief.com/

amnesty international: http://www.amnesty.org

the international rescue committee: http://www.theIRC.org

human rights watch: http://www.hrw.org

revolutionary association of the women of afghanistan: http://www.rawa.org



FeedBack Form: the kite runner curriculum guide

we greatly value your input and guidance in our work. if you have recently used one of our 
resources, we would love to hear your feedback. Please complete this form and email it to 
education@aiusa.org or mail it to the Human Rights Education Program at Amnesty Interna-
tional USA, 5 Penn Plaza, 16th Floor, New York, NY, 10001

name: ________________________________________________________________________
location: ______________________________________________________________________
email: ________________________________________________________________________
age level of learners: ___________________________________________________________

1.   in what kind of educational setting did you use this material? 
Please check one: 
n high school    n college/University    n community group    n home school

2.   where did you first hear about this curriculum guide? 
 Please check one: 
 n aiUsa website    n friend    n colleague    n hre newsletter    n The Fourth R

3.   have you taught about human rights issues prior to using this curriculum guide? 
 Please check one:    n Yes    n no

4.     why did you choose to use this curriculum guide? 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________

5.   what did you find to be most beneficial/helpful about this curriculum guide? 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________

6.   what did you find to be least beneficial/helpful about this curriculum guide? 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________

7.   which part of the curriculum guide seemed to resonate the most with your learners? 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________

8.   did you teach the entire curriculum or only certain sections? if you only used sections, 
 please describe which ones and why you decided to use them.  _________________________
 _________________________________________________________________________________
 _________________________________________________________________________________

9.   would you be interested in using other curriculum guides produced by the hre department at  
 aiUsa? Please check one:    n Yes    n no

10.  did your students express any interst in engaging further with organizations such as amnesty 
international, the afghanistan relief organization or the international rescue committee? 
Please check one:    n Yes    n no

11.  additional comments/feedback: ____________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________


